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Abstract
Buddy is a Breathalyzer for the iPhone designed to be more a product than a
project. Through proprietary hardware and a custom iOS application, Buddy
provides users with a previously untapped link from the alcohol in their body to
the display on their phones. Buddy uses an alcohol sensor connected to an
Arduino Uno to accurately detect the BAC of the user’s breath. The BAC is then
transmitted to an iPhone via the headphone jack where it is displayed and
logged in a captivating app. The finished prototype successfully measured the
approximate BAC of intoxicated users. The product website has been hosted and
the app has been submitted to the App Store.

Introduction
This senior project was designed to develop hardware and software together. We
created an integrated system that accurately measures Blood Alcohol Content
and presents it via a clean and simple user interface. This allows users to tap into
information about their body that was previously unavailable. The software is
run on an iOS-based device such as an iPhone or iPod Touch. The hardware is
microcontroller based, and requires power. For this iteration we used an
Arduino Uno Rev3 housing an ATMega328p. The current design requires
external power and is therefore not portable. Future iterations will implement a
AA battery for power and develop custom product housing.
Development Team:
Professor Bridget Benson: CPE Department Faculty – Faculty
Douglas Blaalid: EE Senior – Research, Design, Product Management, iOS, Web Dev
Brandon Bevans: EE Senior – Sensing, Firmware, Parts, Calibration

Background
Blood Alcohol Content is a measure of alcohol intoxication for medical and legal
purposes. In the United States this metric is considered by volume, in terms of
grams per milliliter. The legal limit is 0.08% g/ml. This means that 0.08% of the
body’s blood by volume is alcohol molecules. For reference, a “black out” occurs
at approximately 0.2% g/ml.
A movement that has been coined “Quantifiable Self” is very prevalent in
today’s economy. There are devices and applications to monitor sleeping
patterns, eating habits, jogging routes, energy usage, door locks, health concerns,
and many other daily activities. For some, alcohol consumption is a regular
activity. It is also an activity that often goes unchecked, resulting in many
unnecessary deaths. In 2010, 10,228 people were killed in alcohol-impaired
driving crashes, accounting for nearly one-third of all traffic-related deaths in the
United States[1].
The goal of our product is not to encourage driving close to the legal limit.
Nowhere in the app is the term “drive” mentioned. There is also no indication of
“ok” and “not ok” to prevent possible negative legal ramifications. An
intoxicated person could view green text as an indication that it would be
acceptable to drive at a current BAC. This is not the case, as authorities can still
give such person a Drunk Driving ticket under the legal limit. This differs from a
DUI but is still very serious and plausible.
Buddy is instead designed to encourage healthy drinking and alcohol
consumption awareness. That is why we store date, time, and location with
every BAC analysis. This allows the user access to information about their habits
that would otherwise go overlooked.
Although our implementation is original, a breathalyzer for the iPhone has been
made before. BACtrack, the first company ever to receive FDA clearance to
market breathalyzers to consumers for personal use, released their version of a
mobile iPhone breathalyzer in early 2013. The breathalyzer itself is completely
separate from the iPhone and communicates wirelessly, so the entire design is
much less integrated than ours. Our breathalyzer is, by design parasitic, whereas
theirs is standalone and a simple modification of their previous non-mobile

breathalyzer. BACtrack’s mobile breathalyzer can be purchased by a consumer
for $149.99. [6]

Requirements and Specifications
The product must be able to determine BAC through use of an alcohol gas sensor
and a microcontroller. Data must be shared with the iPhone application over the
headphone jack of the smartphone. An iOS application must be written to initiate
breath sampling, display processed BAC, obtain location through iOS
CoreLocation, and persistently store location and other metrics using iOS
CoreData. Additionally, the iOS application must provide a well-designed user
interface and provide an intuitive user experience. Cost should be minimized but
portability is more important than saving on cost. A website with attention to
market value and industry standard design will be provided as a part of the
overall product experience.
The device should be able to determine an accurate BAC within 0.005%g/ml. The
user can store a virtually infinite amount of BAC results thanks to iOS data
storage techniques, so memory is not a concern. When powered by battery, the
device should only use power when taking a BAC reading. It should last at least
100 uses. Additionally, the device must have a quick response. The user should
be able to plug it in, breath on it, and see a result within 30 seconds time.

Design

Figure 1: Hardware Block Diagram

Our design can be broken down into 3 concrete sections: the sensor, the Arduino
Uno, and the iPhone software (as seen in Figure 1). Throughout the process we
developed each section individually, while also creating precise interfaces
between each stage. The result was a smooth process from the alcohol sensor to
the iPhone, with each stage performing its specific operations and then
streamlining its result to the next stage, ultimately converting the alcohol on the
user’s breath into a display on the iPhone’s screen.

Sensor
The system uses a lower power MQ303A alcohol gas sensor as the primary data
acquisition tool. We chose to use this alcohol sensor because it is affordable and
low power, drawing only 140mW[4]. Other similar sensors draw up to 750mW,
We found the sensors to be robust and work consistently throughout the
duration of our project. The current hardware is powered via the 5V rail of the
Arduino Uno Rev3 platform. A resistive divider is used to provide .9V across the

MQ303A. The sensor draws 140mA[4] of current due to the heating element used
to sense the alcohol. This does not provide for ease of use as a mobile sensor, but
there are not readily available alternatives at this time. The output voltage is
passed to the ATMega328p ADC and processed using a proprietary sampling
algorithm. See the Figure 2 below for the sensor response:

Figure 2: Sensor Characterization

The sampling algorithm’s ingenuity is a result of its simplicity. Only 2 buffers are
needed to sufficiently implement the BAC finder algorithm. The first buffer, we’ll
call BaseLine, is responsible for finding the natural resting voltage of the alcohol

sensor ensuring that it is stable. This process is straightforward, the BaseLine
buffer is filled over the process of ~5 seconds. Then the first and last values of the
buffer are compared. If the first and last values are within a certain range, then
we establish that the sensor’s output is stable enough to use, otherwise we
continue to refill the BaseLine buffer until it is acceptable. Finally, the values of
the buffer are averaged to compute the baseVoltage. Only after an acceptable
BaseLine buffer has been filled does the system allow for BAC reading. This
ensures that whenever a BAC reading is being taken the sensor is in a stable
state. Once the user breaths, another buffer is filled with the sensor output
voltage until full. The minimum value within this buffer is taken and then used
as the raw alcohol-breath output voltage, “breathVoltage”. The difference
between baseVoltage and breathVoltage, BACNum, is then taken and used as the
raw number to harvest the BAC from. BACNum is first modified by taking out
what sober breath would output, leaving BACNum with a number that directly
correlates to the users BAC. By scaling this number by a empirically derived
coefficient, the usable BAC is then found and send to the iPhone. Afterward, the
BaseLine buffer begins to fill again and the entire process is restarted. An FSM
implementation of the implemented algorithm can be seen in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: FSM of Algorithm for Firmware

Arduino

Figure 4: Hardware Overview

The system is based around implementation of the Arduino Uno Rev3. Our
Arduino interfaced with our sensor can be seen in figure 4 above.
1. USB: Provides 5V power and USART to computer for console debugging.
2. Resistive divider network to supply ~0.9V to the sensor.
a. 4 150Ω resistors and 2 1000Ω resistors in parallel.
b. Approximately 35.2Ω. Theoretically should be 34.9Ω.
3. Output pin. Voltage taken between output pin of sensor and base of 10KΩ
resistor connected to 5V rail.
4. MQ303A alcohol gas sensor. Heating element is connected in series with
35.2Ω in a circuit with a 5V rail.

5. Breakout board designed to match the line impedance of the headphone
jack of either an iPhone or Samsung Smartphone. The switch allows you
to change between the two phones. This requires a TRRS cable. Tip-RingRing-Shield. This is a common 4-part headphone cable that all
smartphones come with.

iPhone App
The iOS application is built with Xcode 4.6 and designed to be deployed to Apple
mobile products running on iOS6.1 or higher. It is a tab-based application. There
are two main tabs and a detail view of each result.The first tab shows the
Breathalyzer initiation button and the second tab is a table view controller of the
previous results. Selecting a result slides to a detail view controller that displays
a static table containing the BAC, and a MapView displaying the location of the
test. The button in tab 1 changes availability and text based on the state of the
microcontroller. If the hardware is busy finding a baseline, processing a breath,
or recovering from a previous analysis, the button displays WAITING and is
greyed out to indicate that a new test cannot currently be initialized. If the
hardware is ready to take a sample, the button displays BREATHALYZE in blue
and is no longer greyed out. The app layout can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Views for iOS Application

The iOS application makes use of the following technologies and frameworks:
SoftModem, MapKit, CoreData, CoreLocation, AVFoundation, CoreAudio, and
AudioToolbox. Each of these took many tutorials and practice applications to
learn the proper use and implementation. SoftModem requires use of CoreAudio
and AVFoundation. CoreData allows for persistent data storage on the device.
CoreLocation allows access to the user’s location if the user first okays the
application.
iOS applications require knowledge and implementation of the Model-ViewController programming paradigm. The models are designed and developed as
CoreData Map objects. They’re essentially the same as a database schema for a
record. The model we decided on is shown in Figure 6:

Figure 6: iOS Data Model for BAC Result

iOS Objects (base class NSObject) cannot be stored in the persistent storage so
they must be converted to standard types. We used doubles for the latitude and
longitude instead of the CoreLocation location object type for this reason.
The SoftModem library for the iOS application was found as an open source
resource. It was created by George Dean and modified from SpeakHere sample
code and then copyrighted by Perceptive Development in 2008. We modified the
code to work with iOS 6.1. Specifically, Apple introduced something called ARC
or Automatic Reference Counting. It’s essentially automated memory
management. The code from 2008 did not work with ARC so we changed it to
work with ARC. Lots of the heavy lifting was already done for us though. The
SoftModem library uses Frequency Shift Keying to send data over audio signals.
By commanding use of the iOS kernel controls for audio processing, the iPhone
can listen for data over the headphone jack.
The rest of the App development process is beyond the scope of this document.

Testing
The device was tested many times throughout the development process. The
nature of the project required software debugging, protocol and transmission
testing, and algorithmic refinement via trial and error. Power specificaitons were
not met since our prototype design requires that the sensor be supplied power at
all times. Additionally, power is needed to warm up the sensor for some time
before use is accurate.

App Testing
The iOS app was developed first. The software aspect allowed for cooperative
work over GitHub. As many features were added, the stages were unit tested.
First the app was implemented without the breathalyzer tab. Only the table view
controller and the detail view controller were implemented first. The design was
first tested by alpha-testers. These were close friends, family, and roommates.
We had them use the table view and responded to concerns about usability.
The location services and map were then added based on user input. The
location feature then had to be tested on an actual device. Getting the timing
down with location management was tough at first because the app would crash
if it couldn’t lock down the user’s location before submitting the result. This
would happen if the user was indoors when trying to save a BAC result.
Unfortunately we did not address this issue.

SoftModem Testing
Once the app was polished out we moved on to implementing the modem
communication protocols. We developed an entire app to test communicating
with the microcontroller. A terminal design allowed for data entry to be sent to
the microcontroller and data to also be displayed when received from the
microcontroller. It can be seen in Figure 7 below.

Figure 6: Custom Terminal Application to test Modem

Sampling Algorithm Testing
Getting accurate samples from the alcohol sensor was an imperative part of the
project. First, we characterized the sensor to understand how it operates with
and without the presence of alcohol. Based off of the sensors behavior is where
the core plan of the sampling algorithm came from. Each downfall of the sensor
was compensated by an element of the sampling algorithm. This includes but is
not limited to: differences in resting output voltages from the sensor, sober
breath affecting the output voltage of the sensor, and the voltage sensor taking a
varying amount of time to stabilize after each use. After implementing the
“buffer comparison” paradigm as explained earlier, the testing came down to
tweaking the lengths of the buffer, the sampling frequency used to fill the buffer
up, and the acceptable margin of error in the comparison test. Quality assurance
was fortunately straightforward with the use of the Arduino terminal. To test, we
ran the algorithm with the Arduino terminal running, and when the algorithm
indicated it was ready for use we manually looked through the sensor output to
assure it was. Finally, we made sure that the breath-analyzer was analyzing the
optimal number within the breath sequence. After we had a working algorithm,
we tweaked the parameters to create the quickest implementation that we could

while still having a reliable algorithm. The result was a fully optimized, reliable
sampling algorithm.

BAC Testing
Determining a precise BAC is very tricky. Buddy does not claim to deliver legally
accurate BAC information. The sensor that Buddy implements is very sensitive to
temperature, humidity, and running time. Exposure to the same alcohol content
would produce notably different response curves. After implementing the final
version of the sampling algorithm we were able to produce rather consistent
results for the same breath. However, converting from a voltage to a BAC
reading is very tough. We intended to calibrate with the local police department
and change the defined values until our output matched the output of the police
department’s. Time did not permit for this to happen. Instead we had
considerably intoxicated people use the app, called that 0.08%g/ml and calibrated
it accordingly. Additionally, it was difficult to consistently procure intoxicated
subjects, especially mid week. We had to turn to using a cloth of isopropyl
alcohol to onset alcohol onto the sensor. There was no way to know what the
BAC should be in this case. Despite these short comings we believe that Buddy
can approximately represent a BAC. Three drinks in most subjects produced
0.08%. We believe this to be an acceptable value for first iterations.

Conclusions and Recommendations
As discussed in the Testing section, approximating BAC was the best bet for this
implementation. Environmental conditions were considerably significant. There
were also additional problems. The device required a burn-in at 0.9V for 2
minutes to become stable. It could burn-in with 5 seconds of 2V exposure but we
did not design a power system to do this.
Inaccuracy is fine for personal use, but if this device were used to make
important decisions such as whether or not to drive this inaccuracy is not
acceptable. However, we intended to produce a Breathalyzer that could sense
alcohol on breath, transit that to an iPhone app over headphone audio, and save
many results. We accomplished that task and it was very well received at the
project expo. The real beauty of this project was the intention to develop a
product from idea to solution. We identified value propositions, ideal market,
potential legal and medical risks, and figured out how to make the most of a
closed platform by utilizing the headphone jack. This was our goal and we
accomplished it.
For others intending to produce a portable Breathalyzer, we would say this:
don’t. What we overlooked at the onset of the project was that breathalyzers are
very sensitive, very expensive, and highly taboo devices. Our discussions with
the local authorities informed us that police-grade systems are calibrated
everyday by third-party professionals. Personal devices that are sold online for
hundreds of dollars use very expensive and high power sensors and are still
rather inaccurate in varying environments. Attempting a personal device with an
affordable sensor requires recovery time after each use. In our design’s case, that
meant approximately 30 seconds between each use, and almost 10 seconds of
processing before producing a BAC after the onset on breath.
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Summary of Functional Requirements

Buddy uses an alcohol sensor connected to an Arduino Uno to accurately detect
the BAC of the user’s breath. The BAC is then transmitted to an iPhone via the
headphone jack where it is displayed and logged in a captivating app.
Primary Constraints

The biggest constraint when developing Buddy was reliable data transfer
between the Uno and the iPhone. By implementing a soft-modem on both the
Uno and the iPhone we were able to solve the communication challenge, but it
was definitely the biggest blocker we encountered. The next biggest challenge
would be in the future iteration of Buddy, when acquiring all power parasitically
from the iPhone via the headphone jack, instead of relying on the Arduino’s
power supply. The headphone jack cannot output sufficient power, so it would
require the implementation of a complex power system[2].
Economic

As far as economic impact, this product is relatively effortless in terms of human
capital. For operation, the user simply breathes into the device and from there
the device does everything else. The device itself is made with a microcontroller
and a sensor. PCB fabrication will be required when the product goes into bulk
production, which, like all current electronics, will require silicone.
The accrued costs included many hours of labor, and a small initial investment to
setup our development environment. This includes an Arduino Uno and
peripherals to build a working version of the product. iOS development licensing

was $100. The sensors price ended up being ~$30, with 50% of that being
shipping costs.
The estimated cost at the start of the project to construct a working version of
Safely was $200.
Our goal is to get each unit cost to $10.00 when manufacturing on a large scale.
This would allow for a profit of $10 per unit sold. Doug and I will be the primary
beneficiaries of the profit. After the project is completed, we will shift into the
next iteration of the project, which will be getting ready for the manufacturing
process. This includes PCB fabrication, designing a shell for the product,
advertising and fundraising through Kickstarter.
Manufacturing

If we take this to manufacturing with a proper design and casing, with a support
website and online sales, we estimate sales of 30,000 units annually.
Manufacturing the device is expected to cost $7.22: $0.72 for the microcontroller
at volume of 10K+, $5.50 for the alcohol gas sensor, $1 for each PCB. We will
charge $19.95 and aim to sell the device in Apple Retail Stores. With clean
packaging and ample exposure this could sell very well. With 30,000 units, sales
would reach $600,000 in one year. We believe this is a very modest estimate. The
user pays up front to purchase the device and never pays again. There will be no
subscription service and the power drawn from the phone is negligible and thus
does not need to be considered a cost.
Environmental

The benefit of the device is that it operates parasitically from existing
smartphone systems. The only environmental concerns are the parts – consisting
of copper, plastic, a microcontroller, and some electric components such as
resistors, transformers, capacitors, etc. The device shall be manufactured without
planned obsolescence. The device will be perfected before sent to market and
should not see end of use.
Sustainability

With the ideal design, the project is sustainable because it draws power
parasitically from a host smartphone device. It does not require batteries or any
other form of depleting energy. It is only as sustainable as a smartphone itself.
Upgrading the design would signal the release of a new and improved product
and a discontinuation of the existing design. Better and smaller components as
well as improved layout and design could be important enough to merit the
release of a new version. Unfortunately, the waste of consumer electronics is still

a concern. As new versions come out, we would not take responsibility for
proper recycling of old components.
Ethical

The system ultimately provides an efficient and convenient way to measure
Blood Alcohol Content. This has many ethical implications. The positive
implications are: increased awareness of one’s intoxicated state, ability to make
smarter and more informed decisions, and subsequently decreased drinking and
driving cases. However, being able to place a value on “how drunk someone is”
could turn in to a bad game of competition between inebriated people. This
could result in alcohol poisoning and even death. This in mind, competitive
drinkers already have a problem to worry about and the additional contribution
that this device provides to this problem should be minimal.
Health and Safety

As mentioned in the ethical portion, this product provides positive impact in
terms of health and safety. By providing a convenient way for users to obtain an
accurate measure of their Blood Alcohol Content and make more educated
decisions, mainly before getting behind the wheel. In 2010, 10,228 people were
killed in alcohol-impaired driving crashes, accounting for nearly one-third of all
traffic-related deaths in the United States[1]. There are also potential negative
social implications of having a breathalyzer readily available. Inebriated
behavior may cause Buddy to be for showing off or competitive purposes instead
of its intended use.
Social and Political

The social implications of Buddy are numerous. Buddy has the potential to
completely change social environments around the world. By being able to know
one's Blood Alcohol Content, the user is able to make informed decisions on
whether or not they are able to drive or continue drinking. A potential negative
social effect is the unfortunate competitive attitude towards drinking that is
present in many social atmospheres. "I can drink more than you can" is a popular
sentiment, and it is possible that Buddy would encourage such negative
activities. Overall, the positive effects that Buddy will bring would outweigh any
possible negative effects, even in the worst-case scenario.

Development

A discipline we had to learn was iOS development and extensive coding for the
microcontroller. We have found many existing technologies from recent
publications by researchers at schools around the country, such as "Hijacking
Power and Bandwidth from the Mobile Phone"[2]. Additionally, open source
projects such as “SoftModem for iPhone” were pinnacle in the implementation of
our design. Learning the proper implementation and tailoring the code to fit the
modern versions of iOS was a particularly interesting challenge.

Appendix B – Project Timeline
Our initial timeline had considerations for designing a power system but that
idea was scrapped for this iteration. We used an online Gantt chart tool called
TeamGantt. Our trial period ended mid project and we couldn’t afford the tool
so we just continued planning on paper.
Demonstration of the modem communication was delivered on 5/2/2013.
Demonstration of final working prototype was delivered on 5/30/2013.

Appendix C – Parts and Costs
Table 1: Parts and Costs
Part
UNO R3 Starting Kit
Wires
Resistor Kit
ATtiny85
Alcohol Gas Sensor MQ-3

Cost
$31.00
$10.00
$13.00
$3.00
$5.00

ATtiny2313
Alcohol Gas Sensor MQ303A
iOS Dev Account
4 Pole 3.5mm Jack
Shipping total
Total

$3.00
$6.00
$100.00
$2.00

Count
2
1
1
2
2
2
7
1
4

Total
$62.00
$10.00
$13.00
$6.00
$10.00
$6.00
$42.00
$100.00
$8.00
$80.00
$337.00

Appendix D – Hardware and Connections
TRRS

Figure 7: TRRS Headphone Jack

The SoftModem library utilizes the audio channels available on a standard
headphone cable to encode bytes of data. The receiver is synchronized by frist
receiving a 0xFF and then the single data byte of interest. The mic channel is used
as input into the phone for data sent from the microcontroller. The left and right
audio output channels are used to send data from the phone to the
microcontroller. The half-duplex nature is necessary to send handshakes and
coordinate the state machines in both the phone and the microcontroller
firmware.

Appendix E – Code
//
// breath.ino
// Buddy
//
// Created by Brandon Bevans on 5/18/13.

breath.ino
/*
This file is the firmware for the Arduino Uno. It handles the input voltage from the alcohol sensor and harvests it into usable
data. It transmits the data to the iPhone via the softmodem. It is also responsible for making sure that the sensor is in a proper
state to analyze a user’s breath. Additionally, this code outputs data to the Arduino terminal for development purposes.
*/
#include <SoftModem.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <stdint.h>
#define ALCSIZE 12
#define BASESIZE 5
#define MARGIN 4
#define REGBREATH 14
#define GO_CODE 252
#define START_BREATH 250
#define READY_CODE 254
#define WAIT_CODE 253
SoftModem modem;
uint16_t val;
int analogPin = 3; //Use analog input pin 3
int baseLine;
int baseBuff[BASESIZE];
int alcBuff[ALCSIZE];
int baseCheck;
int BAC;
void findBaseLine()
{
//Place Holder for send "Setting Up" status to iPhone
Serial.println("FINDING BASELINE");
modem.write(WAIT_CODE); //253 this is the "please wait" code
delay (500);
int i = 0;
while (i < BASESIZE) {
baseBuff[i++] = analogRead(analogPin);
delay (1000);
}
if (baseBuff[0] > baseBuff[BASESIZE - 1] + MARGIN
|| baseBuff[0] < baseBuff[BASESIZE - 1] - MARGIN) {
Serial.println("Restarting findBaseLine");
delay(500);
findBaseLine();
} else {
baseLine = 0;
i = 0;
while (i < BASESIZE) {
baseLine += baseBuff[i++];
}
baseLine /= BASESIZE;
baseLine >>= 2;
delay (500);
//Place Holder for send "Ready Status"
modem.write(READY_CODE); //254 This is the signal to send to tell it we're ready
Serial.print("FOUND A BASELINE AT ");
Serial.println((uint8_t)baseLine);
}
}

int breathAnalyze() {
int i = 0;
int temp;
int minRead;
Serial.println("Starting breathAnalyze");
while (i < ALCSIZE) {
alcBuff[i] = analogRead(analogPin);
/*
temp = alcBuff[i];
temp >>= 2;
Serial.println(temp);
*/
i++;
delay(1100);
}
i = 0;
minRead = alcBuff[0];
i++;
while (i < ALCSIZE) {
if (alcBuff[i] < minRead) {
minRead = alcBuff[i];
}
i++;
}
minRead >>= 2;
return minRead;
}
void setup ()
{
Serial.begin (9600);
delay (1000);
modem.begin ();
delay (2000);
findBaseLine();
}
void loop ()
{
int state = 0;
int ticker = 0;
int status = 0;
//This chunk of code keeps the baseLine current
Serial.println("Checking baseline..");
baseCheck = analogRead(analogPin);
baseCheck >>= 2;
if (baseCheck > baseLine + MARGIN || baseCheck < baseLine - MARGIN) {
findBaseLine();
} else {
Serial.println("Baseline is good");
}

while(status != GO_CODE) {
status = modem.read();
/*
delay(100);
baseCheck = analogRead(analogPin);
baseCheck >>= 2;
if (status != GO_CODE && (baseCheck > baseLine + MARGIN
|| baseCheck < baseLine - MARGIN) ) {
findBaseLine();
}
*/
}
delay(150);
modem.write(START_BREATH);
Serial.println(START_BREATH);

//modem.write(START_BREATH);

Serial.println("PLEASE BREATH INTO SENSOR"); //Placeholder for Breath Signal
// Here is where we wait for the "Start Breathing" signal
// from the iPhone user.
// Once the input is received we call the breathAnalyze function
// Note: DO NOT loop to wait for Breath Signal, allow the loop function
// that we're currently in to continue to loop, that way baseLine
// stays current
delay(6500);
BAC = breathAnalyze();
BAC = baseLine - BAC;
modem.write(BAC);
if (BAC <= REGBREATH) {
Serial.println("You sober man");
} else {
Serial.print("Your Breath content came out as ");
Serial.println(BAC);
}
delay(500);
findBaseLine();
}

BuddyAppDelegate.h
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

BuddyAppDelegate.h
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
#import <AVFoundation/AVFoundation.h>
#import "BuddyTestViewController.h"
#define APP_DELEGATE ((BuddyAppDelegate*)[[UIApplication sharedApplication] delegate])
@class AudioSignalAnalyzer, FSKSerialGenerator, FSKRecognizer;

@interface BuddyAppDelegate : UIResponder <UIApplicationDelegate>
@property (strong, nonatomic) UIWindow *window;
@property (readonly, strong, nonatomic) NSManagedObjectContext *managedObjectContext;
@property (readonly, strong, nonatomic) NSManagedObjectModel *managedObjectModel;
@property (readonly, strong, nonatomic) NSPersistentStoreCoordinator *persistentStoreCoordinator;
@property (strong, nonatomic) BuddyTestViewController *testViewController;
@property (strong, nonatomic) FSKRecognizer *recognizer;
@property (strong, nonatomic) AudioSignalAnalyzer *analyzer;
@property (strong, nonatomic) FSKSerialGenerator *generator;
- (void)saveContext;
- (NSURL *)applicationDocumentsDirectory;
@end

BuddyAppDelegate.m
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

BuddyAppDelegate.m
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import "BuddyAppDelegate.h"
#import "BuddyMasterViewController.h"
#import "BuddyTestViewController.h"
#import "AudioSignalAnalyzer.h"
#import "FSKSerialGenerator.h"
#import "FSKRecognizer.h"
@implementation BuddyAppDelegate
@synthesize managedObjectContext = _managedObjectContext;
@synthesize managedObjectModel = _managedObjectModel;
@synthesize persistentStoreCoordinator = _persistentStoreCoordinator;
- (BOOL)application:(UIApplication *)application didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:(NSDictionary *)launchOptions
{
// Override point for customization after application launch.
//Get controllers and set managed object context
UITabBarController *tabBarController = (UITabBarController *)self.window.rootViewController;
UINavigationController *navigationController = (UINavigationController *)[tabBarController.viewControllers objectAtIndex:1];
BuddyMasterViewController *masterController = (BuddyMasterViewController *)navigationController.topViewController;
masterController.managedObjectContext = self.managedObjectContext;
BuddyTestViewController *testController = (BuddyTestViewController *)[tabBarController.viewControllers objectAtIndex:0];
testController.managedObjectContext = self.managedObjectContext;
//Set up Audio stuff
[self setTestViewController:testController];
AVAudioSession *session = [AVAudioSession sharedInstance];
if(session.inputAvailable) {
NSLog(@"Input is available, playandrecord\n");
[session setCategory:AVAudioSessionCategoryPlayAndRecord error:nil];
}
else {
NSLog(@"Input is available, playback\n");
[session setCategory:AVAudioSessionCategoryPlayback error:nil];
}
[session setActive:YES error:nil];
[session setPreferredIOBufferDuration:0.023220 error:nil];
_recognizer = [[FSKRecognizer alloc] init];
[_recognizer addReceiver:self.testViewController];
_analyzer = [[AudioSignalAnalyzer alloc] init];
[_analyzer addRecognizer:_recognizer];
_generator = [[FSKSerialGenerator alloc] init];
[_generator play];
if (session.inputAvailable) {
NSLog(@"Input is available, analyzer record\n");
[_analyzer record];
}
return YES;
}

- (void)applicationWillResignActive:(UIApplication *)application
{
// Sent when the application is about to move from active to inactive state. This can occur for certain types of temporary
interruptions (such as an incoming phone call or SMS message) or when the user quits the application and it begins the transition to
the background state.
// Use this method to pause ongoing tasks, disable timers, and throttle down OpenGL ES frame rates. Games should use this method
to pause the game.
}
- (void)applicationDidEnterBackground:(UIApplication *)application
{
// Use this method to release shared resources, save user data, invalidate timers, and store enough application state information to
restore your application to its current state in case it is terminated later.
// If your application supports background execution, this method is called instead of applicationWillTerminate: when the user
quits.
}
- (void)applicationWillEnterForeground:(UIApplication *)application
{
// Called as part of the transition from the background to the inactive state; here you can undo many of the changes made on
entering the background.
}
- (void)applicationDidBecomeActive:(UIApplication *)application
{
// Restart any tasks that were paused (or not yet started) while the application was inactive. If the application was previously in the
background, optionally refresh the user interface.
}
- (void)applicationWillTerminate:(UIApplication *)application
{
// Saves changes in the application's managed object context before the application terminates.
[self saveContext];
}
- (void)saveContext
{
NSError *error = nil;
NSManagedObjectContext *managedObjectContext = self.managedObjectContext;
if (managedObjectContext != nil) {
if ([managedObjectContext hasChanges] && ![managedObjectContext save:&error]) {
// Replace this implementation with code to handle the error appropriately.
// abort() causes the application to generate a crash log and terminate. You should not use this function in a shipping
application, although it may be useful during development.
NSLog(@"Unresolved error %@, %@", error, [error userInfo]);
abort();
}
}
}
#pragma mark - Core Data stack
// Returns the managed object context for the application.
// If the context doesn't already exist, it is created and bound to the persistent store coordinator for the application.
- (NSManagedObjectContext *)managedObjectContext
{
if (_managedObjectContext != nil) {
return _managedObjectContext;
}
NSPersistentStoreCoordinator *coordinator = [self persistentStoreCoordinator];
if (coordinator != nil) {
_managedObjectContext = [[NSManagedObjectContext alloc] init];
[_managedObjectContext setPersistentStoreCoordinator:coordinator];
}
return _managedObjectContext;
}
// Returns the managed object model for the application.
// If the model doesn't already exist, it is created from the application's model.

- (NSManagedObjectModel *)managedObjectModel
{
if (_managedObjectModel != nil) {
return _managedObjectModel;
}
NSURL *modelURL = [[NSBundle mainBundle] URLForResource:@"Buddy" withExtension:@"momd"];
_managedObjectModel = [[NSManagedObjectModel alloc] initWithContentsOfURL:modelURL];
return _managedObjectModel;
}
// Returns the persistent store coordinator for the application.
// If the coordinator doesn't already exist, it is created and the application's store added to it.
- (NSPersistentStoreCoordinator *)persistentStoreCoordinator
{
if (_persistentStoreCoordinator != nil) {
return _persistentStoreCoordinator;
}
NSURL *storeURL = [[self applicationDocumentsDirectory] URLByAppendingPathComponent:@"Buddy.sqlite"];
NSError *error = nil;
_persistentStoreCoordinator = [[NSPersistentStoreCoordinator alloc] initWithManagedObjectModel:[self managedObjectModel]];
if (![_persistentStoreCoordinator addPersistentStoreWithType:NSSQLiteStoreType configuration:nil URL:storeURL options:nil
error:&error]) {
/*
Replace this implementation with code to handle the error appropriately.
abort() causes the application to generate a crash log and terminate. You should not use this function in a shipping application,
although it may be useful during development.
Typical reasons for an error here include:
* The persistent store is not accessible;
* The schema for the persistent store is incompatible with current managed object model.
Check the error message to determine what the actual problem was.

If the persistent store is not accessible, there is typically something wrong with the file path. Often, a file URL is pointing into
the application's resources directory instead of a writeable directory.
If you encounter schema incompatibility errors during development, you can reduce their frequency by:
* Simply deleting the existing store:
[[NSFileManager defaultManager] removeItemAtURL:storeURL error:nil]
* Performing automatic lightweight migration by passing the following dictionary as the options parameter:
@{NSMigratePersistentStoresAutomaticallyOption:@YES, NSInferMappingModelAutomaticallyOption:@YES}
Lightweight migration will only work for a limited set of schema changes; consult "Core Data Model Versioning and Data
Migration Programming Guide" for details.
*/
NSLog(@"Unresolved error %@, %@", error, [error userInfo]);
abort();
}
return _persistentStoreCoordinator;
}
#pragma mark - Application's Documents directory
// Returns the URL to the application's Documents directory.
- (NSURL *)applicationDocumentsDirectory
{
return [[[NSFileManager defaultManager] URLsForDirectory:NSDocumentDirectory inDomains:NSUserDomainMask]
lastObject];
}

#pragma mark - AVAudioSessionDelegate
- (void)inputIsAvailableChanged:(BOOL)isInputAvailable

{
NSLog(@"inputIsAvailableChanged %d", isInputAvailable);
AVAudioSession *session = [AVAudioSession sharedInstance];
[_analyzer stop];
[_generator stop];
if(isInputAvailable) {
[session setCategory:AVAudioSessionCategoryPlayAndRecord error:nil];
[_analyzer record];
}
else {
[session setCategory:AVAudioSessionCategoryPlayback error:nil];
}
[_generator play];
}
- (void)beginInterruption
{
NSLog(@"beginInterruption");
}
- (void)endInterruption
{
NSLog(@"endInterruption");
}
- (void)endInterruptionWithFlags:(NSUInteger)flags
{
NSLog(@"endInterruptionWithFlags: %x",flags);
}

@end

BacResult.h
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

BACResult.h
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
#import <CoreData/CoreData.h>

@interface BACResult : NSManagedObject
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSNumber * bac;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSNumber * latitude;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSNumber * longitude;
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSDate * date;
@end

BacResult.m
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

BACResult.m
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import "BACResult.h"

@implementation BACResult
@dynamic bac;
@dynamic latitude;
@dynamic longitude;
@dynamic date;
@end

BuddyMapViewCell.h
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//

BuddyMapViewCell.h
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
#import <MapKit/MapKit.h>
@class BACResult;
@interface BuddyMapViewCell : UITableViewCell <MKMapViewDelegate>
@property (nonatomic, strong) BACResult *detailItem;
@property (nonatomic, weak) IBOutlet MKMapView *mapView;
@end

BuddyMapViewCell.m
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

BuddyMapViewCell.m
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import "BuddyMapViewCell.h"
@implementation BuddyMapViewCell
- (id)initWithStyle:(UITableViewCellStyle)style reuseIdentifier:(NSString *)reuseIdentifier
{
self = [super initWithStyle:style reuseIdentifier:reuseIdentifier];
if (self) {
// Initialization code
}
return self;
}
- (void)setSelected:(BOOL)selected animated:(BOOL)animated
{
[super setSelected:selected animated:animated];
// Configure the view for the selected state
}
@end

BuddyTestViewController.h
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

BuddyTestViewController.h
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
#import <CoreData/CoreData.h>
#import <CoreLocation/CoreLocation.h>
#import "CharReceiver.h"
@interface BuddyTestViewController : UIViewController <NSFetchedResultsControllerDelegate, CLLocationManagerDelegate,
CharReceiver>
@property (strong, nonatomic) NSFetchedResultsController *fetchedResultsController;
@property (strong, nonatomic) NSManagedObjectContext *managedObjectContext;
@property (strong, nonatomic) CLLocationManager *locationManager;
@property (assign) int state;
@property (weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIButton *ibRunTestButton;
- (IBAction)ibaRunTest:(id)sender;
@end

BuddyTestViewController.m
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

BuddyTestViewController.m
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import "BuddyTestViewController.h"
#import "BACResult.h"
#import "BuddyAppDelegate.h"
#import "FSKSerialGenerator.h"
#import <MediaPlayer/MediaPlayer.h>
#define WAITING 0
#define READY 1
#define GO 2
#define WAIT_CMD 253
#define READY_CMD 254
#define SEND_GO 252
#define GO_CMD 250
#define MAX_READ 74
#define BAC_CONV 0.08
#pragma mark - NSString Hex Stuff
@interface NSString (NSStringHexToBytes)
-(NSData*) hexToBytes;
@end
@implementation NSString (NSStringHexToBytes)
-(NSData*) hexToBytes {
NSMutableData* data = [NSMutableData data];
int idx;
for (idx = 0; idx+2 <= self.length; idx+=2) {
NSRange range = NSMakeRange(idx, 2);
NSString* hexStr = [self substringWithRange:range];
NSScanner* scanner = [NSScanner scannerWithString:hexStr];
unsigned int intValue;
[scanner scanHexInt:&intValue];
[data appendBytes:&intValue length:1];
}
return data;
}
@end
#pragma mark - Test View Controller Stuff
@interface BuddyTestViewController ()
- (void)saveBAC:(double)bac;
- (void)refreshState;
@end
@implementation BuddyTestViewController
- (id)initWithNibName:(NSString *)nibNameOrNil bundle:(NSBundle *)nibBundleOrNil
{
self = [super initWithNibName:nibNameOrNil bundle:nibBundleOrNil];
if (self) {
// Custom initialization
}

return self;
}
- (void)viewDidLoad
{
[super viewDidLoad];
// Do any additional setup after loading the view.
//Start Location Manager TODO move to tabbar
[[self getLocationManager] startUpdatingLocation];
//Ask user to turn up volume
//MPVolumeSettingsAlertShow();
UIAlertView *message = [[UIAlertView alloc] initWithTitle:@"Volume Alert" message:@"Please set volume to max." delegate:nil
cancelButtonTitle:@"OK" otherButtonTitles:nil];
[message show];
//Set default to waiting state
[self.ibRunTestButton setTitle:@"BREATHALYZE" forState:UIControlStateNormal];
[self.ibRunTestButton setTitle:@"WAITING" forState:UIControlStateDisabled];
[self.ibRunTestButton setTitleColor:[UIColor grayColor] forState:UIControlStateDisabled];
[self setState:WAITING];
//[self setState:READY];
[self refreshState];
//Custom view
[self.view setBackgroundColor:[UIColor lightGrayColor]];
}
- (void)didReceiveMemoryWarning
{
[super didReceiveMemoryWarning];
// Dispose of any resources that can be recreated.
}

- (IBAction)ibaRunTest:(id)sender {
//received ready code AND user has touched the button
//[APP_DELEGATE.generator writeByte: 0xff];
[APP_DELEGATE.generator writeByte: (uint8_t)SEND_GO]; //ready go code
//[self saveBAC:0.08];
}
- (void)saveBAC:(double)bac {
NSManagedObjectContext *context = [self.fetchedResultsController managedObjectContext];
NSEntityDescription *entity = [[self.fetchedResultsController fetchRequest] entity];
//NSManagedObject *newManagedObject = [NSEntityDescription insertNewObjectForEntityForName:[entity name]
inManagedObjectContext:context];
BACResult *newBACResult = [NSEntityDescription insertNewObjectForEntityForName:[entity name]
inManagedObjectContext:context];
// Configure the new managed object.
[newBACResult setBac:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:bac]];
[newBACResult setDate:[NSDate date]];
//CoreLocation shit
CLLocation *location = [[self locationManager] location];
if (!location) {
//Figure out what to do if this fails
//TODO wait for user locaiton didUpdateUserLocation whatever
[newBACResult setLatitude:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:0]];
[newBACResult setLongitude:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:0]];
//abort();
}

CLLocationCoordinate2D coordinate = [location coordinate];
[newBACResult setLatitude:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:coordinate.latitude]];
[newBACResult setLongitude:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:coordinate.longitude]];
NSLog([NSString stringWithFormat:@"latitude: %lf\nlongitude: %lf",coordinate.latitude,coordinate.longitude]);
// Save the context.
NSError *error = nil;
if (![context save:&error]) {
// Replace this implementation with code to handle the error appropriately.
// abort() causes the application to generate a crash log and terminate. You should not use this function in a shipping application,
although it may be useful during development.
NSLog(@"Unresolved error %@, %@", error, [error userInfo]);
abort();
}
UIAlertView *message = [[UIAlertView alloc] initWithTitle:@"Analysis Complete" message:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"You
blew %lf%%",bac] delegate:nil cancelButtonTitle:@"OK" otherButtonTitles:nil];
[message show];
}
#pragma mark - Location stuff
- (CLLocationManager*)getLocationManager
{
if (_locationManager != nil) {
return _locationManager;
}
_locationManager = [[CLLocationManager alloc] init];
_locationManager.desiredAccuracy = kCLLocationAccuracyBest;
_locationManager.delegate = self; // I AM THE DELEGATE OF THE LOCATION MANAGER
return _locationManager;
}
#pragma mark - Fetched results controller
- (NSFetchedResultsController *)fetchedResultsController
{
if (_fetchedResultsController != nil) {
return _fetchedResultsController;
}
NSFetchRequest *fetchRequest = [[NSFetchRequest alloc] init];
// Edit the entity name as appropriate.
NSEntityDescription *entity = [NSEntityDescription entityForName:@"BACResult"
inManagedObjectContext:self.managedObjectContext];
[fetchRequest setEntity:entity];
// Set the batch size to a suitable number.
[fetchRequest setFetchBatchSize:20];
// Edit the sort key as appropriate.
NSSortDescriptor *sortDescriptor = [[NSSortDescriptor alloc] initWithKey:@"date" ascending:NO];
NSArray *sortDescriptors = @[sortDescriptor];
[fetchRequest setSortDescriptors:sortDescriptors];
// Edit the section name key path and cache name if appropriate.
// nil for section name key path means "no sections".
NSFetchedResultsController *aFetchedResultsController = [[NSFetchedResultsController alloc]
initWithFetchRequest:fetchRequest managedObjectContext:self.managedObjectContext sectionNameKeyPath:nil
cacheName:@"Master"];
aFetchedResultsController.delegate = self;
self.fetchedResultsController = aFetchedResultsController;
NSError *error = nil;
if (![self.fetchedResultsController performFetch:&error]) {
// Replace this implementation with code to handle the error appropriately.
// abort() causes the application to generate a crash log and terminate. You should not use this function in a shipping application,

although it may be useful during development.
NSLog(@"Unresolved error %@, %@", error, [error userInfo]);
abort();
}
return _fetchedResultsController;
}
#pragma mark - SoftModem stuff
- (void) receivedChar:(char)input
{
NSLog(@"Input received %u", (uint8_t)input);
if (self.state != GO) {
if ((uint8_t)input == (uint8_t)READY_CMD) {
[self setState:READY];
[self refreshState];
}
else if ((uint8_t)input == (uint8_t)WAIT_CMD) {
[self setState:WAITING];
[self refreshState];
}
else if ((uint8_t)input == (uint8_t)GO_CMD) {
[self setState:GO];
[self refreshState];
}
}
else {
// In the go state, next thing is the bac
[self setState:WAITING];
[self refreshState];
[self saveBAC:(double)(input)/MAX_READ*BAC_CONV];
}

}
#pragma mark - State Machine stuff
- (void) refreshState {
if (self.state == WAITING) {
[self.ibRunTestButton setEnabled:NO];
}
if (self.state == READY) {
[self.ibRunTestButton setEnabled:YES];
}
if (self.state == GO) {
[self.ibRunTestButton setEnabled:NO];
}
}
@end

BuddyMasterViewController.h
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BuddyMasterViewController.h
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
#import <CoreData/CoreData.h>
#import <CoreLocation/CoreLocation.h>
@interface BuddyMasterViewController : UITableViewController <NSFetchedResultsControllerDelegate,
CLLocationManagerDelegate>//TODO move location to tabbar

@property (strong, nonatomic) NSFetchedResultsController *fetchedResultsController;
@property (strong, nonatomic) NSManagedObjectContext *managedObjectContext;
@property (strong, nonatomic) CLLocationManager *locationManager;
//Declare unwind methods
- (IBAction)deleteResult:(UIStoryboardSegue*)segue;
@end

BuddyMasterViewController.m
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

BuddyMasterViewController.m
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import <CoreLocation/CoreLocation.h>
#import "BuddyMasterViewController.h"
#import "BuddyDetailTableViewController.h"
#import "BACResult.h"
@interface BuddyMasterViewController ()
//Class extension, private methods.
- (void)configureCell:(UITableViewCell *)cell atIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)indexPath;
- (void)insertNewObject:(id)sender;
@end
@implementation BuddyMasterViewController
- (void)awakeFromNib
{
[super awakeFromNib];
}
- (void)viewDidLoad
{
[super viewDidLoad];
// Do any additional setup after loading the view, typically from a nib.
//Set up nav bar
self.navigationItem.leftBarButtonItem = self.editButtonItem;
self.title = @"History";
self.navigationController.navigationBar.barStyle = UIBarStyleBlack;
//UIBarButtonItem *addButton = [[UIBarButtonItem alloc] initWithBarButtonSystemItem:UIBarButtonSystemItemAdd target:self
action:@selector(insertNewObject:)];
//self.navigationItem.rightBarButtonItem = addButton;
//Start Location Manager TODO move to tabbar
[self.locationManager startUpdatingLocation];
//Customize the table
//[self.tableView setBackgroundColor:[UIColor blackColor]];
//[self.tableView setSeparatorStyle:UITableViewCellSeparatorStyleNone];
}
- (void)didReceiveMemoryWarning
{
[super didReceiveMemoryWarning];
// Dispose of any resources that can be recreated.
}
- (void)insertNewObject:(id)sender
{
NSManagedObjectContext *context = [self.fetchedResultsController managedObjectContext];
NSEntityDescription *entity = [[self.fetchedResultsController fetchRequest] entity];
//NSManagedObject *newManagedObject = [NSEntityDescription insertNewObjectForEntityForName:[entity name]
inManagedObjectContext:context];
BACResult *newBACResult = [NSEntityDescription insertNewObjectForEntityForName:[entity name]
inManagedObjectContext:context];
// If appropriate, configure the new managed object.
[newBACResult setBac:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:0.08]];

[newBACResult setDate:[NSDate date]];
//CoreLocation shit
CLLocation *location = [[self locationManager] location];
if (!location) {
//Figure out what to do if this fails
//TODO wait for user locaiton didUpdateUserLocation whatever
[newBACResult setLatitude:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:0]];
[newBACResult setLongitude:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:0]];
//abort();
}
CLLocationCoordinate2D coordinate = [location coordinate];
[newBACResult setLatitude:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:coordinate.latitude]];
[newBACResult setLongitude:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:coordinate.longitude]];
NSLog([NSString stringWithFormat:@"latitude: %lf\nlongitude: %lf",coordinate.latitude,coordinate.longitude]);
// Save the context.
NSError *error = nil;
if (![context save:&error]) {
// Replace this implementation with code to handle the error appropriately.
// abort() causes the application to generate a crash log and terminate. You should not use this function in a shipping application,
although it may be useful during development.
NSLog(@"Unresolved error %@, %@", error, [error userInfo]);
abort();
}
}
#pragma mark - Table View
- (NSInteger)numberOfSectionsInTableView:(UITableView *)tableView
{
return [[self.fetchedResultsController sections] count];
}
- (NSInteger)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView numberOfRowsInSection:(NSInteger)section
{
id <NSFetchedResultsSectionInfo> sectionInfo = [self.fetchedResultsController sections][section];
return [sectionInfo numberOfObjects];
}
- (UITableViewCell *)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView cellForRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)indexPath
{
UITableViewCell *cell = [tableView dequeueReusableCellWithIdentifier:@"BACResultCell" forIndexPath:indexPath];
[self configureCell:cell atIndexPath:indexPath];
return cell;
}
- (BOOL)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView canEditRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)indexPath
{
// Return NO if you do not want the specified item to be editable.
return YES;
}
- (void)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView commitEditingStyle:(UITableViewCellEditingStyle)editingStyle
forRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)indexPath
{
if (editingStyle == UITableViewCellEditingStyleDelete) {
NSManagedObjectContext *context = [self.fetchedResultsController managedObjectContext];
[context deleteObject:[self.fetchedResultsController objectAtIndexPath:indexPath]];
NSError *error = nil;
if (![context save:&error]) {
// Replace this implementation with code to handle the error appropriately.
// abort() causes the application to generate a crash log and terminate. You should not use this function in a shipping
application, although it may be useful during development.
NSLog(@"Unresolved error %@, %@", error, [error userInfo]);
abort();
}
}

}
- (BOOL)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView canMoveRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)indexPath
{
// The table view should not be re-orderable.
return NO;
}
- (void)configureCell:(UITableViewCell *)cell atIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)indexPath
{
BACResult *bacResult = [self.fetchedResultsController objectAtIndexPath:indexPath];
// Set cell date
static NSDateFormatter *formatter = nil;
if (formatter == nil) {
formatter = [[NSDateFormatter alloc] init];
[formatter setDateStyle:NSDateFormatterShortStyle];
[formatter setTimeStyle:NSDateFormatterShortStyle];
}
cell.textLabel.text = [formatter stringFromDate:bacResult.date];
// Set cell BAC
static NSNumberFormatter *numberFormatter = nil;
if (numberFormatter == nil) {
numberFormatter = [[NSNumberFormatter alloc] init];
[numberFormatter setNumberStyle:NSNumberFormatterDecimalStyle];
[numberFormatter setMaximumFractionDigits:2];
}
cell.detailTextLabel.text = [numberFormatter stringFromNumber:bacResult.bac];
}
- (void)prepareForSegue:(UIStoryboardSegue *)segue sender:(id)sender
{
if ([[segue identifier] isEqualToString:@"showDetailTable"]) {
NSIndexPath *indexPath = [self.tableView indexPathForSelectedRow];
NSManagedObject *object = [[self fetchedResultsController] objectAtIndexPath:indexPath];
[[segue destinationViewController] setDetailItem:(BACResult*)object];
}
}
- (IBAction)deleteResult:(UIStoryboardSegue *)segue
{
UIAlertView *alert = [[UIAlertView alloc] initWithTitle:@"Delete" message:@"Are you sure you wish to delete this result?"
delegate:self cancelButtonTitle:@"Cancel" otherButtonTitles:@"Delete", nil];
//[alert show]; TODO

if ([[segue identifier] isEqualToString:@"DeleteResult"]) {
NSManagedObject *object = (NSManagedObject*)[[segue sourceViewController] detailItem];
[self.fetchedResultsController.managedObjectContext deleteObject:object];
[self dismissViewControllerAnimated:YES completion:NULL];
}
}

#pragma mark - Fetched results controller
- (NSFetchedResultsController *)fetchedResultsController
{
if (_fetchedResultsController != nil) {
return _fetchedResultsController;
}
NSFetchRequest *fetchRequest = [[NSFetchRequest alloc] init];
// Edit the entity name as appropriate.
NSEntityDescription *entity = [NSEntityDescription entityForName:@"BACResult"
inManagedObjectContext:self.managedObjectContext];
[fetchRequest setEntity:entity];

// Set the batch size to a suitable number.
[fetchRequest setFetchBatchSize:20];
// Edit the sort key as appropriate.
NSSortDescriptor *sortDescriptor = [[NSSortDescriptor alloc] initWithKey:@"date" ascending:NO];
NSArray *sortDescriptors = @[sortDescriptor];
[fetchRequest setSortDescriptors:sortDescriptors];
// Edit the section name key path and cache name if appropriate.
// nil for section name key path means "no sections".
NSFetchedResultsController *aFetchedResultsController = [[NSFetchedResultsController alloc]
initWithFetchRequest:fetchRequest managedObjectContext:self.managedObjectContext sectionNameKeyPath:nil
cacheName:@"Master"];
aFetchedResultsController.delegate = self;
self.fetchedResultsController = aFetchedResultsController;
NSError *error = nil;
if (![self.fetchedResultsController performFetch:&error]) {
// Replace this implementation with code to handle the error appropriately.
// abort() causes the application to generate a crash log and terminate. You should not use this function in a shipping application,
although it may be useful during development.
NSLog(@"Unresolved error %@, %@", error, [error userInfo]);
abort();
}
return _fetchedResultsController;
}
- (void)controllerWillChangeContent:(NSFetchedResultsController *)controller
{
[self.tableView beginUpdates];
}
- (void)controller:(NSFetchedResultsController *)controller didChangeSection:(id <NSFetchedResultsSectionInfo>)sectionInfo
atIndex:(NSUInteger)sectionIndex forChangeType:(NSFetchedResultsChangeType)type
{
switch(type) {
case NSFetchedResultsChangeInsert:
[self.tableView insertSections:[NSIndexSet indexSetWithIndex:sectionIndex]
withRowAnimation:UITableViewRowAnimationFade];
break;
case NSFetchedResultsChangeDelete:
[self.tableView deleteSections:[NSIndexSet indexSetWithIndex:sectionIndex]
withRowAnimation:UITableViewRowAnimationFade];
break;
}
}
- (void)controller:(NSFetchedResultsController *)controller didChangeObject:(id)anObject
atIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)indexPath forChangeType:(NSFetchedResultsChangeType)type
newIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)newIndexPath
{
UITableView *tableView = self.tableView;
switch(type) {
case NSFetchedResultsChangeInsert:
[tableView insertRowsAtIndexPaths:@[newIndexPath] withRowAnimation:UITableViewRowAnimationFade];
break;
case NSFetchedResultsChangeDelete:
[tableView deleteRowsAtIndexPaths:@[indexPath] withRowAnimation:UITableViewRowAnimationFade];
break;
case NSFetchedResultsChangeUpdate:
[self configureCell:[tableView cellForRowAtIndexPath:indexPath] atIndexPath:indexPath];
break;

case NSFetchedResultsChangeMove:
[tableView deleteRowsAtIndexPaths:@[indexPath] withRowAnimation:UITableViewRowAnimationFade];
[tableView insertRowsAtIndexPaths:@[newIndexPath] withRowAnimation:UITableViewRowAnimationFade];
break;
}
}
- (void)controllerDidChangeContent:(NSFetchedResultsController *)controller
{
[self.tableView endUpdates];
}
/*
// Implementing the above methods to update the table view in response to individual changes may have performance implications if a
large number of changes are made simultaneously. If this proves to be an issue, you can instead just implement
controllerDidChangeContent: which notifies the delegate that all section and object changes have been processed.
- (void)controllerDidChangeContent:(NSFetchedResultsController *)controller
{
// In the simplest, most efficient, case, reload the table view.
[self.tableView reloadData];
}
*/
#pragma mark - Location stuff
- (CLLocationManager*)locationManager
{
if (_locationManager != nil) {
return _locationManager;
}
_locationManager = [[CLLocationManager alloc] init];
_locationManager.desiredAccuracy = kCLLocationAccuracyBest;
_locationManager.delegate = self; // I AM THE DELEGATE OF THE LOCATION MANAGER
return _locationManager;
}

@end

BuddyDetailTableViewController.h
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

BuddyDetailTableViewController.h
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
@class BACResult;
@interface BuddyDetailTableViewController : UITableViewController <UITableViewDelegate>
@property (strong, nonatomic) BACResult *detailItem;
@property (weak, nonatomic) IBOutlet UIBarButtonItem *ibTrashButton;
- (void)setDetailItem:(BACResult *)newDetailItem;
@end

BuddyDetailTableViewController..m
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

BuddyDetailTableViewController.m
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import <MapKit/MapKit.h>
#import <CoreLocation/CoreLocation.h>
#import <QuartzCore/QuartzCore.h>
#import "BuddyDetailTableViewController.h"
#import "BuddyMapViewCell.h"
#import "BACResult.h"
#define SECTION_BAC 0
#define SECTION_MAP 1
#define METERS_PER_MILE 1609.344
@interface BuddyDetailTableViewController ()
//Class extension
- (void)configureBacForCell:(UITableViewCell*)cell;
- (void)configureMapViewForCell:(UITableViewCell*)cell;
@end
@implementation BuddyDetailTableViewController
- (id)initWithStyle:(UITableViewStyle)style
{
self = [super initWithStyle:style];
if (self) {
// Custom initialization
}
return self;
}
- (void)viewDidLoad
{
[super viewDidLoad];
///Setup navbar
self.navigationController.navigationBar.barStyle = UIBarStyleBlack;
//UIBarButtonItem *deleteButton = [[UIBarButtonItem alloc] initWithBarButtonSystemItem:UIBarButtonSystemItemTrash
target:self action:@selector(deleteResult:)];
//self.navigationItem.rightBarButtonItem = deleteButton;
//Set title
static NSDateFormatter *formatter = nil;
if (formatter == nil) {
formatter = [[NSDateFormatter alloc] init];
[formatter setDateStyle:NSDateFormatterShortStyle];
[formatter setTimeStyle:NSDateFormatterShortStyle];
}
[self setTitle:[formatter stringFromDate:self.detailItem.date]];
#if 0
//Customize the table
[self.tableView setBackgroundColor:[UIColor blackColor]];
[self.tableView setBackgroundView:nil];
[self.tableView setSeparatorColor:[UIColor clearColor]];
[self.tableView setSeparatorStyle:UITableViewCellSeparatorStyleNone];
#endif
}
- (void)didReceiveMemoryWarning
{
[super didReceiveMemoryWarning];

// Dispose of any resources that can be recreated.
}

- (void)setDetailItem:(BACResult *)newDetailItem
{
NSLog(@"detail item bac %@",_detailItem.bac);
if (_detailItem != newDetailItem) {
_detailItem = newDetailItem;
//Update the view.
}
}

#pragma mark - Table view data source
- (NSInteger)numberOfSectionsInTableView:(UITableView *)tableView
{
// Return the number of sections.
return 2;
}
- (NSInteger)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView numberOfRowsInSection:(NSInteger)section
{
// Return the number of rows in the section.
return 1;
}
- (UITableViewCell *)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView cellForRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)indexPath
{
UITableViewCell *cell = [super tableView:tableView cellForRowAtIndexPath:indexPath];
NSLog(@"%@",[NSNumber numberWithInt:indexPath.section]);
// Configure the cell...
NSLog(@"Cell reuse id %@",cell.reuseIdentifier);
switch (indexPath.section) {
case SECTION_BAC:
//Configure the BAC cell
[self configureBacForCell:cell];
break;
case SECTION_MAP:
//Configure the map cell
[self configureMapViewForCell:cell];
break;
default:
break;
}
return cell;
}
#if 0
- (UIView *)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView viewForHeaderInSection:(NSInteger)section
{
NSString *title = [super tableView:self.tableView titleForHeaderInSection:section];
if (title.length == 0) return nil;
UILabel *label = [[UILabel alloc] initWithFrame:CGRectMake(20, 0, self.view.bounds.size.width, 40)];
label.textColor = [UIColor whiteColor];
label.backgroundColor = [UIColor clearColor];
label.text = title;
return label;
}

#endif
- (void)configureBacForCell:(UITableViewCell*)cell
{
//Set BAC
static NSNumberFormatter *numberFormatter = nil;
if (numberFormatter == nil) {
numberFormatter = [[NSNumberFormatter alloc] init];
[numberFormatter setNumberStyle:NSNumberFormatterDecimalStyle];
[numberFormatter setMaximumFractionDigits:2];
}
[cell.textLabel setText:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@%%", [numberFormatter stringFromNumber:self.detailItem.bac]]];
}
- (void)configureMapViewForCell:(UITableViewCell*)cell
{
#if 0
MKMapView *mapView = [[MKMapView alloc] init];
CLLocationCoordinate2D zoomLocation;
zoomLocation.latitude = [self.detailItem.latitude doubleValue];
zoomLocation.longitude = [self.detailItem.longitude doubleValue];
MKCoordinateRegion adjustedRegion = MKCoordinateRegionMakeWithDistance(zoomLocation, 0.25*METERS_PER_MILE,
0.25*METERS_PER_MILE);
MKPointAnnotation *annotation = [[MKPointAnnotation alloc] init];
[annotation setCoordinate:zoomLocation];
[annotation setTitle:@"You were here"];
[mapView addAnnotation:annotation];
[mapView setRegion:adjustedRegion animated:NO];
[cell.contentView addSubview:mapView];
#endif
//Set Map View
BuddyMapViewCell *acell= (BuddyMapViewCell*)cell;
CLLocationCoordinate2D zoomLocation;
zoomLocation.latitude = [self.detailItem.latitude doubleValue];
zoomLocation.longitude = [self.detailItem.longitude doubleValue];
//Round those corners
[acell.mapView.layer setCornerRadius:7];
MKCoordinateRegion adjustedRegion = MKCoordinateRegionMakeWithDistance(zoomLocation, 0.25*METERS_PER_MILE,
0.25*METERS_PER_MILE);
[acell.mapView setRegion:adjustedRegion animated:NO];
MKPointAnnotation *annotation = [[MKPointAnnotation alloc] init];
[annotation setCoordinate:zoomLocation];
[annotation setTitle:@"You were here"];
[acell.mapView addAnnotation:annotation];
//[acell.mapView selectAnnotation:annotation animated:YES];
}
#pragma mark - Table view delegate
- (void)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView didSelectRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)indexPath
{
//Static cells not selectable
}
@end

AudioQueueObject.h
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AudioQueueObject.h
iNfrared
Created by George Dean on 11/28/08.
Culled from SpeakHere sample code.
Copyright 2008 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.
Edited by Doug Blaalid 2013.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
#include <AudioToolbox/AudioToolbox.h>
#define kNumberAudioDataBuffers

3

@interface AudioQueueObject : NSObject {
AudioQueueRef
// the audio queue object being used for playback
AudioStreamBasicDescription
audioFormat;
}
@property (readwrite)
@property (readwrite)

queueObject;

AudioQueueRef
AudioStreamBasicDescription

queueObject;
audioFormat;

- (BOOL) isRunning;
@end

AudioQueueObject.mm
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AudioQueueObject.mm
iNfrared
Created by George Dean on 11/28/08.
Culled from SpeakHere sample code.
Copyright 2008 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.
Edited by Doug Blaalid 2013.

#import "AudioQueueObject.h"
@implementation AudioQueueObject
@synthesize queueObject;
@synthesize audioFormat;
- (BOOL) isRunning {
UInt32
UInt32
OSStatus

isRunning;
propertySize = sizeof (UInt32);
result;

result =

AudioQueueGetProperty (queueObject, kAudioQueueProperty_IsRunning, &isRunning, &propertySize);

if (result != noErr) {
return false;
} else {
return isRunning;
}
}

@end

AudioSignalAnalyzer.h
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AudioSignalAnalyzer.h
iNfrared
Created by George Dean on 11/28/08.
Copyright 2008 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.
Edited by Doug Blaalid 2013.

#import "AudioQueueObject.h"
#import "PatternRecognizer.h"
//#define DETAILED_ANALYSIS
typedef struct
{
int
lastFrame;
int
lastEdgeSign;
unsigned
lastEdgeWidth;
int
edgeSign;
int
edgeDiff;
unsigned
edgeWidth;
unsigned
plateauWidth;
#ifdef DETAILED_ANALYSIS
SInt64
edgeSum;
int
edgeMin;
int
edgeMax;
SInt64
plateauSum;
int
plateauMin;
int
plateauMax;
#endif
}
analyzerData;
@interface AudioSignalAnalyzer : AudioQueueObject {
BOOL
stopping;
analyzerData pulseData;
NSMutableArray* recognizers;
}
@property (readwrite) BOOL
stopping;
@property (readonly) analyzerData* pulseData;
- (void) addRecognizer: (id<PatternRecognizer>)recognizer;
- (void) setupRecording;
- (void) record;
- (void) stop;
- (void) edge: (int)height width:(unsigned)width interval:(unsigned)interval;
- (void) idle: (unsigned)samples;
- (void) reset;
@end

AudioSignalAnalyzer.mm
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AudioSignalAnalyzer.mm
iNfrared
Created by George Dean on 11/28/08.
Copyright 2008 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.
Edited by Doug Blaalid 2013.

#import "AudioSignalAnalyzer.h"
#define SAMPLE_RATE 44100
#define SAMPLE SInt16
#define NUM_CHANNELS 1
#define BYTES_PER_FRAME (NUM_CHANNELS * sizeof(SAMPLE))
#define SAMPLES_TO_NS(__samples__) (((UInt64)(__samples__) * 1000000000) / SAMPLE_RATE)
#define NS_TO_SAMPLES(__nanosec__) (unsigned)(((UInt64)(__nanosec__) * SAMPLE_RATE) / 1000000000)
#define US_TO_SAMPLES(__microsec__) (unsigned)(((UInt64)(__microsec__) * SAMPLE_RATE) / 1000000)
#define MS_TO_SAMPLES(__millisec__) (unsigned)(((UInt64)(__millisec__) * SAMPLE_RATE) / 1000)
#define EDGE_DIFF_THRESHOLD
#define EDGE_SLOPE_THRESHOLD
#define EDGE_MAX_WIDTH
#define IDLE_CHECK_PERIOD

16384
256
8
MS_TO_SAMPLES(10)

static int analyze( SAMPLE *inputBuffer,
unsigned long framesPerBuffer,
AudioSignalAnalyzer* analyzer)
{
analyzerData *data = analyzer.pulseData;
SAMPLE *pSample = inputBuffer;
int lastFrame = data->lastFrame;
unsigned idleInterval = data->plateauWidth + data->lastEdgeWidth + data->edgeWidth;
for (long i=0; i < framesPerBuffer; i++, pSample++)
{
int thisFrame = *pSample;
int diff = thisFrame - lastFrame;
int sign = 0;
if (diff > EDGE_SLOPE_THRESHOLD)
{
// Signal is rising
sign = 1;
}
else if(-diff > EDGE_SLOPE_THRESHOLD)
{
// Signal is falling
sign = -1;
}
// If the signal has changed direction or the edge detector has gone on for too long,
// then close out the current edge detection phase
if(data->edgeSign != sign || (data->edgeSign && data->edgeWidth + 1 > EDGE_MAX_WIDTH))
{
if(abs(data->edgeDiff) > EDGE_DIFF_THRESHOLD && data->lastEdgeSign != data->edgeSign)
{
// The edge is significant
[analyzer edge:data->edgeDiff
width:data->edgeWidth
interval:data->plateauWidth + data->edgeWidth];
// Save the edge
data->lastEdgeSign = data->edgeSign;

data->lastEdgeWidth = data->edgeWidth;
// Reset the plateau
data->plateauWidth = 0;
idleInterval = data->edgeWidth;
#ifdef DETAILED_ANALYSIS
data->plateauSum = 0;
data->plateauMin = data->plateauMax = thisFrame;
#endif
}
else
{
// The edge is rejected; add the edge data to the plateau
data->plateauWidth += data->edgeWidth;
#ifdef DETAILED_ANALYSIS
data->plateauSum += data->edgeSum;
if(data->plateauMax < data->edgeMax)
data->plateauMax = data->edgeMax;
if(data->plateauMin > data->edgeMin)
data->plateauMin = data->edgeMin;
#endif
}
data->edgeSign = sign;
data->edgeWidth = 0;
data->edgeDiff = 0;
#ifdef DETAILED_ANALYSIS
data->edgeSum = 0;
data->edgeMin = data->edgeMax = lastFrame;
#endif
}
if(data->edgeSign)
{
// Sample may be part of an edge
data->edgeWidth++;
data->edgeDiff += diff;
#ifdef DETAILED_ANALYSIS
data->edgeSum += thisFrame;
if(data->edgeMax < thisFrame)
data->edgeMax = thisFrame;
if(data->edgeMin > thisFrame)
data->edgeMin = thisFrame;
#endif
}
else
{
// Sample is part of a plateau
data->plateauWidth++;
#ifdef DETAILED_ANALYSIS
data->plateauSum += thisFrame;
if(data->plateauMax < thisFrame)
data->plateauMax = thisFrame;
if(data->plateauMin > thisFrame)
data->plateauMin = thisFrame;
#endif
}
idleInterval++;
data->lastFrame = lastFrame = thisFrame;
if ( (idleInterval % IDLE_CHECK_PERIOD) == 0 )
[analyzer idle:idleInterval];
}
return 0;
}

static void recordingCallback (
void
*inUserData,
AudioQueueRef
inAudioQueue,
AudioQueueBufferRef
inBuffer,
const AudioTimeStamp
*inStartTime,
UInt32
inNumPackets,
const AudioStreamPacketDescription

*inPacketDesc

){
//

// This is not a Cocoa thread, it needs a manually allocated pool
NSAutoreleasePool *pool = [[NSAutoreleasePool alloc] init];
// This callback, being outside the implementation block, needs a reference to the AudioRecorder object
AudioSignalAnalyzer *analyzer = (__bridge AudioSignalAnalyzer *) inUserData;
// if there is audio data, analyze it
if (inNumPackets > 0) {
analyze((SAMPLE*)inBuffer->mAudioData, inBuffer->mAudioDataByteSize / BYTES_PER_FRAME, analyzer);
}
// if not stopping, re-enqueue the buffer so that it can be filled again
if ([analyzer isRunning]) {
AudioQueueEnqueueBuffer (
inAudioQueue,
inBuffer,
0,
NULL
);
}

//
}

[pool release];

@implementation AudioSignalAnalyzer
@synthesize stopping;
- (analyzerData*) pulseData
{
return &pulseData;
}
- (id) init
{
self = [super init];
if (self != nil)
{
recognizers = [[NSMutableArray alloc] init];
// these statements define the audio stream basic description
// for the file to record into.
audioFormat.mSampleRate
= SAMPLE_RATE;
audioFormat.mFormatID
= kAudioFormatLinearPCM;
audioFormat.mFormatFlags
= kAudioFormatFlagIsSignedInteger | kAudioFormatFlagIsPacked;
audioFormat.mFramesPerPacket = 1;
audioFormat.mChannelsPerFrame
= 1;
audioFormat.mBitsPerChannel
= 16;
audioFormat.mBytesPerPacket
= 2;
audioFormat.mBytesPerFrame
= 2;

AudioQueueNewInput (
&audioFormat,

recordingCallback,
(__bridge void*)self,
// userData
NULL,
// run loop
NULL,
// run loop mode
0,
// flags
&queueObject
);
}
return self;
}
- (void) addRecognizer: (id<PatternRecognizer>)recognizer
{
[recognizers addObject:recognizer];
}
- (void) record
{
[self setupRecording];
[self reset];
AudioQueueStart (queueObject,
NULL// start time. NULL means ASAP.
);
}

- (void) stop
{
AudioQueueStop (queueObject, TRUE);
[self reset];
}

- (void) setupRecording
{
// allocate and enqueue buffers
int bufferByteSize = 4096;
int bufferIndex;

// this is the maximum buffer size used by the player class

for (bufferIndex = 0; bufferIndex < 20; ++bufferIndex) {
AudioQueueBufferRef bufferRef;
AudioQueueAllocateBuffer (
queueObject,
bufferByteSize, &bufferRef
);
AudioQueueEnqueueBuffer (
queueObject,
bufferRef,
0,
NULL
);
}
}
- (void) idle: (unsigned)samples
{
// Convert to microseconds
UInt64 nsInterval = SAMPLES_TO_NS(samples);
for (id<PatternRecognizer> rec in recognizers)

[rec idle:nsInterval];
}
- (void) edge: (int)height width:(unsigned)width interval:(unsigned)interval
{
// Convert to microseconds
UInt64 nsInterval = SAMPLES_TO_NS(interval);
UInt64 nsWidth = SAMPLES_TO_NS(width);
for (id<PatternRecognizer> rec in recognizers)
[rec edge:height width:nsWidth interval:nsInterval];
}
- (void) reset
{
[recognizers makeObjectsPerformSelector:@selector(reset)];
memset(&pulseData, 0, sizeof(pulseData));
}
- (void) dealloc
{
AudioQueueDispose (queueObject,
TRUE);
//[recognizers release];
//[super dealloc];
}
@end

AudioSignalGenerator.h
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AudioSignalGenerator.h
FSK Terminal
Created by George Dean on 1/6/09.
Copyright 2009 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.

#import "AudioQueueObject.h"

@interface AudioSignalGenerator : AudioQueueObject {
AudioQueueBufferRef
buffers for the audio queue

buffers[kNumberAudioDataBuffers];

UInt32

// the audio queue

bufferByteSize;
// the number of bytes to use in each audio queue buffer

UInt32
AudioStreamPacketDescription

bufferPacketCount;
*packetDescriptions;

BOOL
BOOL

stopped;
audioPlayerShouldStopImmediately;

}
@property (readwrite) AudioStreamPacketDescription *packetDescriptions;
@property (readwrite) BOOL
audioPlayerShouldStopImmediately;
@property (readwrite) UInt32
@property (readwrite) UInt32
- (void) setupAudioFormat;
- (void) setupPlaybackAudioQueueObject;
- (void) setupAudioQueueBuffers;
- (void) play;
- (void) stop;
- (void) pause;
- (void) resume;
- (void) fillBuffer:(void*)buffer;
@end

stopped,
bufferByteSize;
bufferPacketCount;

AudioSignalGenerator.mm
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AudioSignalGenerator.m
FSK Terminal
Created by George Dean on 1/6/09.
Copyright 2009 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.

#include <AudioToolbox/AudioToolbox.h>
#import "AudioQueueObject.h"
#import "AudioSignalGenerator.h"

static void playbackCallback (
void
*inUserData,
AudioQueueRef
AudioQueueBufferRef

inAudioQueue,
bufferReference

){
//

// This is not a Cocoa thread, it needs a manually allocated pool
NSAutoreleasePool *pool = [[NSAutoreleasePool alloc] init];
// This callback, being outside the implementation block, needs a reference to the AudioSignalGenerator object
AudioSignalGenerator *player = (__bridge AudioSignalGenerator *) inUserData;
if ([player stopped]) return;
[player fillBuffer:bufferReference->mAudioData];
bufferReference->mAudioDataByteSize = player.bufferByteSize;
AudioQueueEnqueueBuffer (
inAudioQueue,
bufferReference,
player.bufferPacketCount,
player.packetDescriptions
);

//
}

[pool release];

@implementation AudioSignalGenerator
@synthesize packetDescriptions;
@synthesize bufferByteSize;
@synthesize bufferPacketCount;
@synthesize stopped;
@synthesize audioPlayerShouldStopImmediately;

- (id) init {
self = [super init];
if (self != nil) {
[self setupAudioFormat];
[self setupPlaybackAudioQueueObject];
self.stopped = NO;
self.audioPlayerShouldStopImmediately = NO;
}
return self;
}
- (void) setupAudioFormat {
}

- (void) fillBuffer: (void*) buffer
{
}
- (void) setupPlaybackAudioQueueObject {
// create the playback audio queue object
AudioQueueNewOutput (
&audioFormat,
playbackCallback,
(__bridge void*)self,
nil,
nil,
0,
// run loop flags
&queueObject
);
AudioQueueSetParameter (
queueObject,
kAudioQueueParam_Volume,
1.0f
);
}
- (void) setupAudioQueueBuffers {
// prime the queue with some data before starting
// allocate and enqueue buffers
int bufferIndex;
for (bufferIndex = 0; bufferIndex < 3; ++bufferIndex) {
AudioQueueAllocateBuffer ( [self queueObject], [self bufferByteSize],
&buffers[bufferIndex] );
playbackCallback ( (__bridge void*)self, [self queueObject],
buffers[bufferIndex]);
if ([self stopped]) break;
}
}

- (void) play {
[self setupAudioQueueBuffers];
AudioQueueStart ( self.queueObject, NULL // start time. NULL means ASAP.
);
}
- (void) stop {
AudioQueueStop ( self.queueObject, self.audioPlayerShouldStopImmediately);
}

- (void) pause {
AudioQueuePause ( self.queueObject);
}

- (void) resume {
AudioQueueStart (
self.queueObject,

NULL
);
}

- (void) dealloc {
AudioQueueDispose (
queueObject,
YES
);
//[super dealloc];
}
@end

// start time. NULL means ASAP

CharReceiver.h
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

CharReceiver.h
FSK Terminal
Created by George Dean on 1/18/09.
Copyright 2009 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>

@protocol CharReceiver
- (void) receivedChar:(char)input;
@end

FSKByteQueue.h
/*
* FSKByteQueue.h
* SoftModemTerminal
*
* Created by arms22 on 10/07/22.
* Copyright 2010 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved.
*
*/
#import "lockfree.h"
struct FSKByteQueue: public lock_free::queue<char> {
FSKByteQueue(): lock_free::queue<char>(256){};
};

FSKModemConfig.h
/*
* FSKModemConfig.h
*
* Created by arms22 on 10/05/06.
* Copyright 2010 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved.
* Edited by Doug Blaalid 2013.
*
*/
#define FREQ_LOW 4900
#define FREQ_HIGH 7350
#define BAUD 1225

FSKRecognizer.h
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

FSKRecognizer.h
FSK Terminal
Created by George Dean on 12/22/08.
Copyright 2008 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.

#import "PatternRecognizer.h"
#define FSK_SMOOTH 3
typedef enum
{
FSKStart,
FSKBits,
FSKSuccess,
FSKFail
} FSKRecState;
@class MultiDelegate;
@protocol CharReceiver;
struct FSKByteQueue;
@interface FSKRecognizer : NSObject <PatternRecognizer> {
unsigned recentLows;
unsigned recentHighs;
unsigned halfWaveHistory[FSK_SMOOTH];
unsigned bitPosition;
unsigned recentWidth;
unsigned recentAvrWidth;
char bits;
FSKRecState state;
MultiDelegate<CharReceiver>* receivers;
struct FSKByteQueue* byteQueue;
}
- (void) addReceiver:(id<CharReceiver>)receiver;
- (void) edge: (int)height width:(UInt64)nsWidth interval:(UInt64)nsInterval;
- (void) idle: (UInt64)nsInterval;
- (void) reset;
@end

FSKRecognizer.mm
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

FSKRecognizer.m
FSK Terminal
Created by George Dean on 12/22/08.
Copyright 2008 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.
Edited by Doug Blaalid 2013.

#import "FSKModemConfig.h"
#import "FSKRecognizer.h"
#import "FSKByteQueue.h"
#import "MultiDelegate.h"
#import "CharReceiver.h"
#define WL_HIGH (1000000000 / FREQ_HIGH)
#define WL_LOW (1000000000 / FREQ_LOW)
#define HWL_HIGH (500000000 / FREQ_HIGH)
#define HWL_LOW (500000000 / FREQ_LOW)
#define SMOOTHER_COUNT (FSK_SMOOTH * (FSK_SMOOTH + 1) / 2)
#define DISCRIMINATOR (SMOOTHER_COUNT * (WL_HIGH + WL_LOW) / 4)
#define BIT_PERIOD (1000000000 / BAUD)
#define HALF_BIT_PERIOD (500000000 / BAUD)
@implementation FSKRecognizer
- (id) init
{
if(self = [super init])
{
receivers = [[MultiDelegate alloc] init];
byteQueue = new FSKByteQueue();
[self reset];
}
return self;
}
- (void) addReceiver:(id<CharReceiver>)receiver
{
[receivers addDelegate:receiver];
}
- (void) commitBytes
{
char input;
while (byteQueue->get(input))
{
//NSLog(@"Byte: %c (%02x)", input, (unsigned char)input);
[receivers receivedChar:input];
}
}
- (void) dataBit:(BOOL)one
{
if(one)
bits |= (1 << bitPosition);
bitPosition++;
}
- (void) freqRegion:(unsigned)length high:(BOOL)high
{
FSKRecState newState = FSKFail;

switch (state) {
case FSKStart:
if(!high) // Start Bit
{
//NSLog(@"Start bit: %c %d", high?'H':'L', length);
newState = FSKBits;
bits = 0;
bitPosition = 0;
}
else
newState = FSKStart;
break;
case FSKBits:
//NSLog(@"Bit: %c %d", high?'H':'L', length);
if((bitPosition >= 0) && (bitPosition <= 7)){ //Data Bits
newState = FSKBits;
[self dataBit:high];
}
else if(bitPosition == 8){ // Stop Bit
newState = FSKStart;
byteQueue->put(bits);
[self performSelectorOnMainThread:@selector(commitBytes)
withObject:nil
waitUntilDone:NO];
bits = 0;
bitPosition = 0;
}
break;
}
state = newState;
}
- (void) halfWave:(unsigned)width
{
for (int i = FSK_SMOOTH - 2; i >= 0; i--) {
halfWaveHistory[i+1] = halfWaveHistory[i];
}
halfWaveHistory[0] = width;
unsigned waveSum = 0;
for(int i=0; i<FSK_SMOOTH; ++i)
{
waveSum += halfWaveHistory[i] * (FSK_SMOOTH - i);
}
BOOL high = (waveSum < DISCRIMINATOR);
unsigned avgWidth = waveSum / SMOOTHER_COUNT;
recentWidth += width;
recentAvrWidth += avgWidth;
//
NSLog(@"high %d, width %u(avg %u), low %u, high %u, w %u,a %u",high, width/1000, avgWidth/1000, recentLows/1000,
recentHighs/1000,recentWidth/1000,recentAvrWidth/1000);

//

if (state == FSKStart)
{
if(!high)
{
recentLows += avgWidth;
}
else if(recentLows)
{
recentHighs += avgWidth;
if(recentHighs > recentLows)
{
NSLog(@"False start: %d", recentLows);
recentLows = recentHighs = 0;
}
}

if(recentLows + recentHighs >= BIT_PERIOD)
{
[self freqRegion:recentLows high:FALSE];
recentWidth = recentAvrWidth = 0;
if(recentLows < BIT_PERIOD)
{
recentLows = 0;
}
else
{
recentLows -= BIT_PERIOD;
}
if(!high)
recentHighs = 0;
}
}
else
{
if(high)
recentHighs += avgWidth;
else
recentLows += avgWidth;
if(recentLows + recentHighs >= BIT_PERIOD)
{
BOOL regionHigh = (recentHighs > recentLows);
[self freqRegion:regionHigh?recentHighs:recentLows high:regionHigh];
recentWidth -= BIT_PERIOD;
recentAvrWidth -= BIT_PERIOD;
if(state == FSKStart)
{
// The byte ended, reset the accumulators
recentLows = recentHighs = 0;
return;
}
unsigned* matched = regionHigh?&recentHighs:&recentLows;
unsigned* unmatched = regionHigh?&recentLows:&recentHighs;
if(*matched < BIT_PERIOD)
{
*matched = 0;
}
else
{
*matched -= BIT_PERIOD;
}
if(high == regionHigh)
*unmatched = 0;
}
}
}
- (void) edge: (int)height width:(UInt64)nsWidth interval:(UInt64)nsInterval
{
if(nsInterval <= HWL_LOW + HWL_HIGH)
[self halfWave:(unsigned)nsInterval];
else {
//
NSLog(@"skip");
}
}
- (void) idle: (UInt64)nsInterval
{
[self reset];
}

- (void) reset
{
bits = 0;
bitPosition = 0;
state = FSKStart;
for (int i = 0; i < FSK_SMOOTH; i++) {
halfWaveHistory[i] = (WL_HIGH + WL_LOW) / 4;
}
recentLows = recentHighs = 0;
}
- (void) dealloc
{
if(byteQueue)
delete byteQueue;
//[receivers release];
//[super dealloc];
}
@end

FSKSerialGenerator.h
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

FSKSerialGenerator.h
FSK Terminal
Created by George Dean on 1/7/09.
Copyright 2009 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.
Edited by Doug Blaalid 2013.

#import "AudioSignalGenerator.h"
struct FSKByteQueue;
@interface FSKSerialGenerator : AudioSignalGenerator {
float nsBitProgress;
unsigned sineTableIndex;
unsigned bitCount;
UInt16 bits;
BOOL byteUnderflow;
BOOL sendCarrier;
struct FSKByteQueue* byteQueue;
}
- (void) writeByte:(UInt8)byte;
- (void) writeBytes:(const UInt8 *)bytes length:(int)length;
@end

FSKSerialGenerator.mm
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

FSKSerialGenerator.m
FSK Terminal
Created by George Dean on 1/7/09.
Copyright 2009 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.
Edited by Doug Blaalid 2013.

#import "FSKModemConfig.h"
#import "FSKSerialGenerator.h"
#import "FSKByteQueue.h"
#define SAMPLE_RATE 44100
#define SAMPLE
SInt16
#define SAMPLE_MAX 32767
#define NUM_CHANNELS 1
#define BITS_PER_CHANNEL (sizeof(SAMPLE) * 8)
#define BYTES_PER_FRAME (NUM_CHANNELS * sizeof(SAMPLE))
#define SAMPLE_DURATION (1000000000 / SAMPLE_RATE)
#define SAMPLES_TO_NS(__samples__) (((UInt64)(__samples__) * 1000000000) / SAMPLE_RATE)
#define NS_TO_SAMPLES(__nanosec__) (unsigned)(((UInt64)(__nanosec__) * SAMPLE_RATE) / 1000000000)
#define US_TO_SAMPLES(__microsec__) (unsigned)(((UInt64)(__microsec__) * SAMPLE_RATE) / 1000000)
#define MS_TO_SAMPLES(__millisec__) (unsigned)(((UInt64)(__millisec__) * SAMPLE_RATE) / 1000)
#define WL_HIGH (1000000000 / FREQ_HIGH)
#define WL_LOW (1000000000 / FREQ_LOW)
#define HWL_HIGH (500000000 / FREQ_HIGH)
#define HWL_LOW (500000000 / FREQ_LOW)
#define BIT_PERIOD

(1000000000 / BAUD)

#define SINE_TABLE_LENGTH 441
#define PRE_CARRIER_BITS ((40000000+BIT_PERIOD)/BIT_PERIOD)
#define POST_CARRIER_BITS (( 5000000+BIT_PERIOD)/BIT_PERIOD)
// TABLE_JUMP = phase_per_sample / phase_per_entry
// phase_per_sample = 2pi * time_per_sample / time_per_wave
// phase_per_entry = 2pi / SINE_TABLE_LENGTH
// TABLE_JUMP = time_per_sample / time_per_wave * SINE_TABLE_LENGTH
// time_per_sample = 1000000000 / SAMPLE_RATE
// time_per_wave = 1000000000 / FREQ
// TABLE_JUMP = FREQ / SAMPLE_RATE * SINE_TABLE_LENGTH
#define TABLE_JUMP_HIGH (FREQ_HIGH * SINE_TABLE_LENGTH / SAMPLE_RATE)
#define TABLE_JUMP_LOW (FREQ_LOW * SINE_TABLE_LENGTH / SAMPLE_RATE)
SAMPLE sineTable[SINE_TABLE_LENGTH];
@implementation FSKSerialGenerator
- (id) init
{
if (self = [super init])
{
byteQueue = new FSKByteQueue();
byteUnderflow = YES;
for(int i=0; i<SINE_TABLE_LENGTH; ++i)
{
sineTable[i] = (SAMPLE)(sin(i * 2 * 3.14159 / SINE_TABLE_LENGTH) * SAMPLE_MAX);
}
}
return self;
}

- (void) setupAudioFormat
{
audioFormat.mSampleRate
= SAMPLE_RATE;
audioFormat.mFormatID
= kAudioFormatLinearPCM;
audioFormat.mFormatFlags
= kAudioFormatFlagIsSignedInteger | kAudioFormatFlagIsPacked;
audioFormat.mFramesPerPacket
= 1;
audioFormat.mChannelsPerFrame = NUM_CHANNELS;
audioFormat.mBitsPerChannel
= BITS_PER_CHANNEL;
audioFormat.mBytesPerPacket
= BYTES_PER_FRAME;
audioFormat.mBytesPerFrame
= BYTES_PER_FRAME;
bufferByteSize = 0x400;
}
- (BOOL) getNextByte
{
char byte;
if(byteUnderflow)
{
if(!byteQueue->empty())
{
bits = 1;
bitCount = PRE_CARRIER_BITS;
sendCarrier = YES;
byteUnderflow = NO;
return YES;
}
}
else
{
if(byteQueue->get(byte))
{
bits = ((UInt16)byte << 1) | (0x0200);
bitCount = 10;
sendCarrier = NO;
return YES;
}
else
{
bits = 1;
bitCount = POST_CARRIER_BITS;
sendCarrier = YES;
byteUnderflow = YES;
return YES;
}
}
bits = 1;
// Make sure the output is HIGH when there is no data
return NO;
}
- (void) fillBuffer:(void*)buffer
{
SAMPLE* sample = (SAMPLE*)buffer;
BOOL underflow = NO;
if(!bitCount)
underflow = ![self getNextByte];
for(int i=0; i<bufferByteSize; i += BYTES_PER_FRAME, sample++)
{
if(nsBitProgress >= BIT_PERIOD)
{
if(bitCount)
{
--bitCount;
if(!sendCarrier)
bits >>= 1;
}
nsBitProgress -= BIT_PERIOD;

if(!bitCount)
underflow = ![self getNextByte];
}
if(underflow){
*sample = 0;
}
else{
sineTableIndex += (bits & 1)?TABLE_JUMP_HIGH:TABLE_JUMP_LOW;
if(sineTableIndex >= SINE_TABLE_LENGTH)
sineTableIndex -= SINE_TABLE_LENGTH;
*sample = sineTable[sineTableIndex];
}
if(bitCount)
nsBitProgress += SAMPLE_DURATION;
}
}
- (void) writeByte:(UInt8)byte
{
byteQueue->put((char)byte);
}
- (void) writeBytes:(const UInt8 *)bytes length:(int)length
{
for(int i = 0; i<length; i++){
byteQueue->put((char)*bytes++);
}
}
- (void) dealloc
{
if(byteQueue)
delete byteQueue;
//[super dealloc];
}
@end

lockfree.h
#pragma once
#ifdef __APPLE__
#include <libkern/OSAtomic.h>
#endif

// This is a collection of lock-free data structures that use atomic operations
// to ensure thread safety. Based on the C# examples from a series of articles
// by Julian M. Bucknall. The first article can be found here:
//
// http://www.boyet.com/Articles/LockfreeStack.html
namespace lock_free
{
// The linked list node for lock-free data structures
template <typename T>
struct node
{
node<T>* volatile next;
T data;
node():next(NULL),data(){}
};
// This is the classic atomic compare-and-swap operation. Pseudocode:
// if (dest == oldValue){
// dest = newValue;
// return true;
// }else{
// return false;
// }
template <typename T>
inline static bool atomic_cas(node<T>* volatile &dest, node<T>* oldValue, node<T>* newValue)
{
#ifdef WIN32
return oldValue == (node<T>*)InterlockedCompareExchangePointer((volatile PVOID*)&dest, newValue, oldValue);
#endif
#ifdef __APPLE__
return OSAtomicCompareAndSwapPtr(oldValue, newValue, (void* volatile *)&dest);
#endif
}

// Basic functionality of a lock-free stack implemented as a linked list
template <typename T>
class node_stack
{
public:
node_stack()
{
head = NULL;
}
bool empty() const
{
return head;
}
protected:
// Add a node to the head of the list

void node_add(node<T>* pNewHead)
{
// Just keep trying to push until it succeeds
do{
pNewHead->next = head;
}while(!atomic_cas(head, pNewHead->next, pNewHead));
}
// Pop a node from the head of the list
node<T>* node_remove()
{
node<T>* pOldHead;
// Keep trying to pop until it succeeds or the list is empty
do{
// If the head is NULL then the list is empty, so return NULL
if(!(pOldHead = head))
return NULL;
}while(!atomic_cas(head, pOldHead, pOldHead->next));
return pOldHead;
}
// Pointer to the head of the node list
node<T>* volatile head;
};

// Basic functionality of a lock-free queue implemented as a linked list
template <typename T>
class node_queue
{
public:
node_queue():tail(NULL),dummy(NULL){}
bool empty() const
{
return tail == dummy;
}
protected:
// Add a node to the tail of the list
void node_add(node<T>* pNewTail)
{
node<T> *pOldTail, *pOldNext;
// Loop until we have managed to update the tail's Next link
// to point to our new node
bool done = false;
while(!done)
{
pOldTail = tail;
pOldNext = pOldTail->next;
// A lot could have changed between those statements, so check
// if things still look the same
if(tail != pOldTail)
continue;
if(pOldNext)
{
// If the tail's Next field was non-null, then another thread
// has pushed a new tail, so try to advance the tail pointer
atomic_cas(tail, pOldTail, pOldNext);
continue;
}
// Make our new node the tail's Next node
done = atomic_cas(pOldTail->next, pOldNext, pNewTail);
}

// Try to advance the tail pointer to point to our node; if this fails,
// that means another thread already took care of it
atomic_cas(tail, pOldTail, pNewTail);
}
// Pop a node from the head of the list
node<T>* node_remove()
{
T tempData = T();
node<T> *pOldDummy, *pOldHead;
// Keep trying to pop until it succeeds or the list is empty
bool done = false;
while(!done)
{
pOldDummy = dummy;
pOldHead = pOldDummy->next;
node<T>* pOldTail = tail;
// A lot could have changed between those statements, so check
// if things still look the same
if(dummy != pOldDummy)
continue;
// If the head is NULL then the list is empty, so return NULL
if(!pOldHead)
return NULL;
// If the tail is pointed at the dummy but the list is not empty,
// then we should try to advance the tail
if(pOldTail == pOldDummy)
{
atomic_cas(tail, pOldTail, pOldHead);
continue;
}
// Store the data in case this succeeds
tempData = pOldHead->data;
// Try to advance the dummy so the head becomes the new dummy
done = atomic_cas(dummy, pOldDummy, pOldHead);
}
pOldDummy->data = tempData;
return pOldDummy;
}
// Pointer to the dummy node at the head of the list
node<T>* volatile dummy;
// Pointer to the tail of the list
node<T>* volatile tail;
};

// A simple new/delete allocator for lock-free nodes
template <typename T>
class node_allocator
{
public:
node<T>* acquire()
{
return new node<T>;
}
void release(node<T>* pNode)
{
delete pNode;

}
};

// A free-node list used to store and allocate nodes for lock-free structures
template <typename T>
class cached_node_allocator: public node_stack<T>
{
using node_stack<T>::node_remove;
public:
cached_node_allocator(int nPreAllocate = 0)
{
// Preallocate some nodes and add them to the free node list
for(int i=0; i<nPreAllocate; ++i)
{
release(new node<T>);
}
}
~cached_node_allocator()
{
// Pop and delete all nodes from the list
node<T>* pNode;
while((pNode = node_remove()))
delete pNode;
}

// Get a free node
node<T>* acquire()
{
// Try to get one from the head of the list
node<T>* pOldHead = node_remove();
// If the free node list is empty, allocate a new one
if(!pOldHead)
pOldHead = new node<T>;
// Clear the Next pointer
pOldHead->next = NULL;
return pOldHead;
}
// Add a node to the head of the free node list
void release(node<T>* pNode)
{
this->node_add(pNode);
}
};

// A lock-free collection implementation layer with node allocator support
template <template <typename> class impl_base, typename T, class Allocator>
class collection_impl: public impl_base<T>
{
using impl_base<T>::node_remove;
public:
collection_impl(Allocator* pAlloc = NULL)
{
if(ownedAllocator == !pAlloc)
alloc = new Allocator;
else
alloc = pAlloc;
}
collection_impl(int preallocated)

{
ownedAllocator = true;
alloc = new Allocator(preallocated);
}
~collection_impl(void)
{
// Remove all nodes from the list
node<T>* pNode;
while((pNode = node_remove()))
alloc->release(pNode);
if(ownedAllocator)
delete alloc;
alloc = NULL;
}
// Add a data item to the collection
void add(T data)
{
// Get a free node and populate it
node<T>* pNewNode = alloc->acquire();
pNewNode->data = data;
// Add the node to the collection
this->node_add(pNewNode);
}
// Remove a data item from the collection
bool remove(T& data)
{
// Remove the node
node<T>* pOldNode = node_remove();
if(!pOldNode)
return false;
// Output the data
data = pOldNode->data;
// Release the node
alloc->release(pOldNode);
return true;
}
protected:
// Pointer to the node allocator
Allocator* alloc;
// True if the allocator should be deleted upon destruction
bool ownedAllocator;
};

// A lock-free stack implemented as a linked list
template <typename T, class Allocator = cached_node_allocator<T> >
class stack: public collection_impl<node_stack, T, Allocator>
{
public:
stack(Allocator* pAlloc = NULL): collection_impl<node_stack, T, Allocator>(pAlloc){}
stack(int preallocated): collection_impl<node_stack, T, Allocator>(preallocated){}
// Push a data item onto the top of the stack
void push(T data)
{
add(data);
}
// Pop a data item off the top of the stack

bool pop(T& data)
{
return remove(data);
}
};

// A lock-free queue implemented as a linked list
template <typename T, class Allocator = cached_node_allocator<T> >
class queue: public collection_impl<node_queue, T, Allocator>
{
using collection_impl<node_queue, T, Allocator>::tail;
using collection_impl<node_queue, T, Allocator>::dummy;
using collection_impl<node_queue, T, Allocator>::alloc;
public:
queue(Allocator* pAlloc = NULL): collection_impl<node_queue, T, Allocator>(pAlloc)
{
// Allocate the dummy node
tail = dummy = alloc->acquire();
}
queue(int preallocated): collection_impl<node_queue, T, Allocator>(preallocated)
{
// Allocate the dummy node
tail = dummy = alloc->acquire();
}
// Pop a data item off the head of the list
bool get(T& data)
{
return this->remove(data);
}
// Peek at the head of the queue without removing it
// Only truly safe in single-consumer scenarios!
bool peek(T& data)
{
node<T> *head = dummy->next;
if(!head)
return false;
data = head->data;
return true;
}
// Push a data item onto the tail of the list
void put(T data)
{
this->add(data);
}
};
};

MultiDelegate.h
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

MultiDelegate.h
iNfrared
Created by George Dean on 1/19/09.
Copyright 2009 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.
Edited by Doug Blaalid 2013.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>

@interface MultiDelegate : NSObject {
NSMutableSet* delegateSet;
Protocol* proto;
}
- (id) initWithProtocol:(Protocol*)p;
- (void) addDelegate:(id)delegate;
@end

MultiDelegate.mm
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

MultiDelegate.m
iNfrared
Created by George Dean on 1/19/09.
Copyright 2009 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.
Edited by Doug Blaalid 2013.

#import "MultiDelegate.h"
#import <objc/runtime.h>
@implementation MultiDelegate
- (id) initWithProtocol:(Protocol*)p
{
if(self = [super init])
{
proto = p;
}
return self;
}
- (void) addDelegate:(id)delegate
{
if(!delegateSet)
delegateSet = [[NSMutableSet alloc] init];
[delegateSet addObject:delegate];
}
- (NSMethodSignature*) methodSignatureForSelector:(SEL)selector
{
if([delegateSet count])
return [[delegateSet anyObject] methodSignatureForSelector:selector];
if(proto)
{
struct objc_method_description desc = protocol_getMethodDescription(proto, selector, YES, YES);
return [NSMethodSignature signatureWithObjCTypes:desc.types];
}
// return void-void signature by default
return [self methodSignatureForSelector:@selector(dealloc)];
}
- (void) forwardInvocation:(NSInvocation*)invocation
{
if(delegateSet) for (id delegate in delegateSet) {
if([delegate respondsToSelector:[invocation selector]])
[invocation invokeWithTarget:delegate];
}
}
- (void) dealloc
{
[delegateSet release];
[super dealloc];
}
@end

PatternRecognizer.h
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

PatternRecognizer.h
iNfrared
Created by George Dean on 12/22/08.
Copyright 2008 Perceptive Development. All rights reserved.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>

@protocol PatternRecognizer <NSObject>
- (void) edge: (int)height width:(UInt64)nsWidth interval:(UInt64)nsInterval;
- (void) idle: (UInt64)nsInterval;
- (void) reset;
@end

main.m
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

main.m
Buddy
Created by Douglas Blaalid on 5/18/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 DVGB. All rights reserved.

#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
#import "BuddyAppDelegate.h"
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
@autoreleasepool {
return UIApplicationMain(argc, argv, nil, NSStringFromClass([BuddyAppDelegate class]));
}
}

Appendix F – User Manual

Buddy
A Breathalyzer for iPhone

USER MANUAL

Douglas Blaalid & Brandon Bevans
Senior Project

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo
2013

1. Ardunio Configuration
The firmware for the ATMega328p is written in Arduino Sketchpad. The Arduino
Uno must be programmed using the Arduino IDE.
Go to http://arduino.cc/en/Main/Software
Download the latest version
Install and run the IDE
Download the SoftModem library from here
http://code.google.com/p/arms22/downloads/detail?name=SoftModem004.zip
5. Install the library to the IDE as per
http://www.arduino.cc/en/Hacking/Libraries
6. Program the board with the provided breath.ino file.
1.
2.
3.
4.

2. iOS Usage
1. Download Buddy from the Apple App Store.
2. Plug the TRRS cable into the iPhone’s headphone jack and the Arduino
breakout board.
3. Launch Buddy.
4. As per the alert displayed on the screen, turn the phone’s volume all the
way up. This allows for maximum signal quality over the wire.

5. The button on the Breathalyzer tab should display WAITING until the
Arduino hardware has found a proper baseline for the sensor. Depending
on how long the hardware has been powered on, this can take anywhere
from 5 to 50 seconds.

To sample breath:
6. Once the hardware has indicated to the phone that it is ready to receive
breath, the button on the Breathalyzer tab will change to blue and display
BREATHALYZE.

7. Press the BREATHALYZE button when you wish to take a breath sample.
8. Breath into the sensor for at least 5 seconds.
9. The button on the Breathalyzer tab will display WAITING while the
microcontroller processes your BAC and waits for the sensor to stabilize.
10. Sensor stabilization can take up to 30 seconds.
11. Repeat as necessary for each breath sample.

To review your results:
12. Change to the History tab:

13. Results are listed chronologically with the most recent ones at the top. The
right side of the table listing indicates the BAC for that test.
14. Selecting a result slides the detail of that particular result into view. This
includes a map indicating the location of the test.

To delete a result:
15. In the detail view, press the trash can in the top right corner of the
navigation bar.
16. Or, in the table view, slide the table entry to the right and then press the
delete button.

17. Or, in the table view, press the edit button in the top left corner of the
navigation bar and the deleted the results you wish to forget.

